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Editor’s Letter
There was a time when those who wrote about public life—people like Adam
Smith, John Stuart Mill, or Alexis de Tocqueville—viewed politics and economics
as intertwined activities of the whole body politic. It was only toward the end of
the 19th century, when scholars began creating distinct social sciences, that major
dimensions of the lives of human beings in the body politic were consigned to one
or another academic “discipline”—political science, economics, sociology, psychology.
By the mid-20th century, each discipline had built a wall around itself, and defined
it by precise methodologies. And increasingly, those methodologies involved specialized
quantification and mathematical modeling that strengthened their walls.
The irony of these developments is that the physicists, whom the social scientists were presumably emulating, were already moving in an opposite direction,
captured in the title of a 1980 book by David Bohm, Wholeness and the Implicate
Order. In biology, Darwin had seen the natural world as a system of continuous
interaction and evolution that produced change, and as physicists delved more
deeply into the subatomic world, they had to move beyond the Newtonian paradigm, which remained accurate in analyzing the visible world but helped little in
this new domain.
The implications for the world of social interactions are revealing and that these
have not already been incorporated into a post-Newtonian social science is surprising.  
In the interest of full disclosure (as we say), the present editor should acknowledge
that his Politics Is about Relationship offered the observation that reality is a cumulative,
multilevel, open-ended, continuous process of interaction and change—not a linear
sequence of discrete actions and reactions. Continuous interactions are the essence
of that process. What is important are the interplay, and even interpenetration, between
entities—not just the action by one self-contained, bounded body on another.
Recognizing that it still may be necessary for practical reasons to probe specific
entities and areas of interactions in traditional ways, we must nevertheless focus
first on the whole, not the parts. Action in the context of the whole is dramatically different from action in the interests of any of the particular parts. So when
we focus on the parts, we are wise to do so in the context of the whole, not starting
from the parts to connect them to other parts. Human beings are participants—
not detached observers. We know reality through experience as we interpret it.
There is no such thing as a detached observer; we cannot observe anything without
changing it, because all we know is our interaction with it. We define reality through
experience and analysis. After more than two centuries of attempting to describe
an objective reality—“out there,” apart from ourselves—20th-century physicists
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concluded that the only reality we can know is what human beings—rational and
intuitive at the same time—experience and how they interpret that experience.
Now these thoughts together suggest a paradigm shift to a relational paradigm
for the study and practice of politics that goes beyond the traditional mantra of
political scientists that “politics is about power”—with power defined narrowly as
coercion, or control. Rather, politics is a cumulative, multilevel, and open-ended
process of continuous interaction, over time, that engages significant clusters of
citizens, in and out of government, in relationships that form to solve public problems,
across permeable borders either within or between communities or countries. In
more than 50 years in public affairs, I have seen—and felt in my gut—the power
that emerges from the interactions—the relationship—of citizens in and out of
government around problems of common concern.
As it has turned out over the past two decades, groups recognizing the need for a
broader paradigm, especially practitioners in the fields of conflict transformation
and economic development, have been calling us to think in these terms, probing
what is sometimes called, “the civil-economic connection,” the politics of economic
change. They could not have known, as they started down this path, how timely
this work would become.
An essential challenge to democratic self-rule is that most citizens feel powerless
to exercise control over their communities’ economic futures. Well before the current
financial crises, people felt that their communities were being overwhelmed by
economic change. While most can respond individually to changes in economic
conditions, they do not see that their capacities to act together with others—to act
as a citizenry—can have any impact on their communities’ economic futures. The
cascading effects of economic change can appear to sweep over communities without
warning or explanation. Indeed, they can lead away from the democratic impulse,
toward centralized or expert-driven measures that promise direct relief— as has clearly
been seen in recent international contexts, where attempts at transition toward more
democratic governance have been fundamentally threatened by economic challenges.
Meanwhile, however, much of the research into the response to economic
change emphasizes things that can only be done by people acting in and with
their communities. Indeed the challenge of economic development has become
widely seen by analysts and practitioners as an array of interrelated challenges
that implicate a deliberate emphasis on a learning-based approach. The term
development refers to change, over time, in the capacity for experiments in
innovation and ways of associating among the people of a place, and also in the
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sense of possibility that such increased capacity can generate. Case studies of
economic and political development—the two being subcomponents of the same
thing—are inevitably stories of collective learning from experience.
Two fundamental characteristics of conventional political practice discourage the
development of that kind of citizen-based learning. First, and especially in the
context of economic challenges, things that people and their civic associations
can do often go unrecognized by governing institutions, the media, and people
themselves. Second, even when possibilities for civic acting are identified, the
inability to recognize and deal with moral disagreement about directions to take
can stifle progress. Both challenges suggest the need for experiments that recognize a form of adaptive order that structures the ways people interact together in
a learning modality. In her monumental studies of the ways cities work, Jane Jacobs
captured the dynamic nature of the challenge: “Of course it is not chaos,” she
wrote in Cities and the Wealth of Nations. “It is a complex form of order, akin to
organic forms of order typical of all living things, in which instabilities build up
… followed by corrections, both the instabilities and the corrections being the
very stuff of life processes themselves.”
In this spirit, we have invited six authors to explore three different dimensions
of the challenge in hopes of contributing to broadening the dialogue about the
importance of returning to thinking about politics and economics as intertwined
activities in public life. The greatest untapped resources in meeting societies’ challenges
are those generated by citizens outside government, working together in communities.
Kettering associate Ramón Daubón presents this thesis, which he began articulating
more than a decade ago, conceptualizing his experience in a career in community and
national development with the Ford Foundation in Latin America, the U.S. Agency
for International Development, and the Inter-American Foundation. As he has said
in many presentations, the missing ingredient in 50 years of economic development
theory is the interaction of citizens in community, addressing the challenges to
survival and progress. He calls for a change in mind-set—a paradigm shift—and he
describes a practical framework for understanding how citizens interact in a “citizens’
political process.” It starts with the organic interactions of citizens in what Kettering
president, David Mathews, has called the “political wetlands,” then proceeds
through informal naming of issues, framing possible approaches, and deliberation,
collectively setting direction and designing action that will draw in elements of the
community, who must be engaged and act together to generate or respond to
economic change.
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Providing a vivid story that illustrates Daubón’s analysis, Teddy Nemeroff has
written of the citizens’ political process in rural KwaZulu-Natal to create space in
which residents of eight villages came to realize, in dialogue, that what had
blocked constructive use of government aid in the past had been destructive
relationships among citizens themselves. Recognizing that the real problem was
relational, they came together over a two-year period to design collaborative
projects, to begin implementing them, assess their progress at each step of the
way, and make mid-course corrections.
Delving more deeply into that organic political process, more is to be learned
about the politics of economic change from the study of “self-organizing communities”
—an idea growing out of a field sometimes referred to as “systems theory.” This
body of work explores how organisms in the natural world—or among citizens
in the political wetlands—come together to meet challenges, then form networks
and, ultimately, communities to achieve their goals. Over time, as they organize
at new levels of development and complexity, they create genuinely new systems
of organization that could not have been predicted by analyzing the components
of the preceding organization. What can we learn, then, about political development from what the biologists have called this phenomenon of “emergence”?
Margaret Wheatley, founder, and Deborah Frieze, co-president, of The Berkana
Institute, formed in 1992 to pursue the social-political-economic implications of
this theory, succinctly present a theory of social-political-economic change. As
people connect with kindred spirits, they form networks and then broader working
communities of practice—a social manifestation of the concept of emergence. Their
article provides a conceptual framework for probing more deeply how citizens make
change happen. Writing with this concept of “self-organizing” systems in mind,
Kettering associate Phil Stewart and two Russian scholars from St. Petersburg
University, Antonina Kulyasova and Ivan Kulysov, tell the story of an isolated
people in Russia’s far north who, over several centuries of czarist then Soviet rule,
displayed strong collaborative practices that gave them the capacity and resilience
to adapt to government reorganizations while preserving their basic social and
cultural fabric. Whereas other communities were virtually obliterated by government
reforms and changing economic environments, the Pomore people have survived
and maintained an acceptable level of economic life while perpetuating the defining
qualities of their culture.
Another missing issue in the discussion of democracy and economic change
has been the relationship between the place where citizens spend a third or more
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of their lives—the workplace—and the communities surrounding that space.
David Ellerman, a former senior official of the World Bank who has also written
forcefully on the point that Daubón makes, has written for this Review of “a dog
that didn’t bark”—a topic absent in many modern discussions of deliberative
democracy. For most citizens, the workplace is “the primary site outside the family
where people acquire mental habits and social skills,” Ellerman points out. These
sites, he writes, unfortunately do not “foster the virtues of deliberative democracy”
because the employer-employee relationship is normally “inherently nondemocratic.”
In a piece that provides a picture of what investigation in this area might bring to
our attention, Will Friedman significantly cites precisely the same passage from
Dewey to which Ellerman has just drawn our attention, as he presents the results
from an in-depth study of corporations in which workers participate actively in
decision making. He concludes that workers in such a workplace can learn “skills,
attitudes, and practices directly relevant to citizenship,” and found strong evidence
of their taking such practices into a range of activities in their community.
As guest editor of this issue of the Review, I especially want to thank editor Bob
Kingston for his congenial guidance and for turning his thoughtful editorial eye
and hand, as usual, to the articles I have brought together. My thanks also to
Kettering’s Randall Nielsen, not only for pointing me to appropriate authors but,
even more important, for helping me, over the years, in an ongoing dialogue to
focus my broader thoughts about our changing world onto the civil-economic
connection. That civil-economic connection, incidentally, seems to have been
recognized by artists, as well as by editors of little magazines: the painter Wilfredo
Lam captures the irony of workers on the sugar plantation, ensnared by that on
which their life depends. The color and motion of his 1943 painting—our cover
art for this issue—suggests the open-ended process of continuous interaction that
strikes a resonant chord.

Harold H. Saunders



Up from the Wetlands: A Different
Thinking about Economic Development
by Ramón E. Daubón

W

“While the symptoms
of ‘underdevelopment’
and poverty are economic, the underlying
causes are political.”

here does development
spring from?  As a
distinct concern of
economic thinking the
idea has been around
only since the 1940s. Before then we talked
about economic growth and how “poor”
countries needed more of it. But since then
we’ve realized that development implies more
than growth. Just as an adult is more than a
large version of its infant self, we’ve realized
that development also implies maturation and
transformation. Remarkably though, and after
favoring it for decades under the geopolitical
competition of the cold war, we still have little
to show for the monumental amount of time
and resources invested in it. Most poor countries
of the 1940s are still poor, and the experiences
of the few that have made significant advances
toward self-generated growth are hard to
attribute to the effort dedicated to them by
the economic-development assistance agencies.
Any other human endeavor of this magnitude
would have been termed a failure and passed
over; but this particular one has had a large
institutional infrastructure dedicated to it that
simply refuses to morph or die.
And we have learned something else since
the end of the cold war debates allowed us the
ideological space to be critical of previous failed
approaches: that the fundamental problem was
not technical but definitional. That while the
symptoms of countries’  “underdevelopment”
and poverty are economic, the underlying causes
are (small p) political. “The definition of a
problem is more important than its solution,”
Albert Einstein said, so for 60 Sisyphean years
we’ve been pushing the rock of development
up a hill and it has kept sliding back.

10
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Three fallacies are now evident. The first—
we’ll call it “the potted plant” fallacy—rests on
the idea that the economy is a straightforward
sequence of technical relationships, a recipe so to
speak. Mix the proper ingredients in the correct
combination and order and at the right temperature, and you’ve got a cake. Economists call it
a production function. Admittedly, over the
years the initial recipe was experimented upon,
varied, and improved. To the initial “neoclassical” ingredients of land, labor, and capital
were added, in order, technology, entrepreneurial
talent, basic productive skills (aka human capital),
institutional infrastructure (institutional capital)
and, since the 1990s, social connectedness (social
capital). All of these are necessary ingredients
of the cake, mind you, but we’ve only recently
accepted, with dismay, that they do not make
the cake.
One can also create something that looks
remarkably like a potted plant out of ordinary
materials:  the correct amounts of paper, glue,
and baling wire, with the right assembly may
produce something remarkably plantlike. But
it will not be a plant; it will not be alive and it
will not grow. While one can cultivate a real
plant by nurturing it, one does not grow a plant;
the plant grows itself. The plant is not the sum
of its components; the plant is a system; more
specifically, it is an emergent system. It’s nature
and behavior cannot be explained by the mere
summation of its parts. Their interaction under
certain conditions defines that behavior. The
“instructions” for these interactions in a plant
are embedded in its genetic material. Under the
proper conditions the plant will morph and
grow and—most remarkable perhaps—will
adapt considerably to its local conditions while
still following its basic genetic instructions.
Economic development, too, is systemic
rather than the application of a recipe. Like a
plant, the developing economy is also dynamic.

While it may need externally provided fuel,
to advance it relies on an internally generated
dynamic rather than on a continual sequence
of interventions. One does not “push” the
economy up the proverbial hill. Properly
motivated, it drives itself.

Economic development
is dynamic—not the
application of a recipe.
The economic theory constructed in the first
half of the 20th century tracked reasonably well
the behavior of the advanced economies wherein
it was created. But transplanted to conditions
of underdevelopment, it implicitly presumed
the presence of an underlying institutional
polity and an economic culture that had made
it work in its place of origin but turned out to
be largely absent from the place of its intended
new application. When applied to underdeveloped economies later, it failed to explain them
beyond the simplest terms. Meanwhile, hamstrung

11
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by ideological clashes of East versus West, it took
us this long to realize what had been missing.
Some of the omitted elements, such as basic
systems theory, had been around for a while as
developed in the context of industrial management. Other missing ingredients, like social

the individual becomes isolated and meaningless.
He can only ascertain that he exists because he
can think that he does.  
More important, the economy of its nature
implies a larger interconnected emergent system,
all of whose relationships determine the dynamics
of the whole. All such systems possess three
characteristics:  They are always in motion;
they are engaged in all their parts; and they
adapt to changing external circumstances,
particularly and most immediately at their most
local levels (of which we shall see more below).
This precludes studying and understanding
the system by studying and understanding its
parts. As with monumentally complex clockwork,
the movement cannot be predicted by observing
the interaction of isolated sets of gears; it has
to be observed in motion and in its entirety.
Notions about its behavior can be surmised
only by understanding the underlying rules
that guide its dynamics, its organizing principles.
We have now come to believe that the organizing
principles of economic development must be
the norms that guide its underlying relationships.

We should focus on the
relationships among actors—
not on the actors themselves.
capital theory, network theory, and fresh looks at
emergent, complex adaptive and self-organizing
systems, have become available more recently. Now,
however, we can begin to put them all together
and look at the operating whole, systemically.
In physics, Einstein called the field “the most
important invention since Newton’s time …
the space between the charges and the particles
which is essential for the description of physical
phenomena.” A second fallacy in development
thinking—call it the “It’s the relationships”
fallacy—is the failure to recognize the space
wherein the internal relationships of the economy
are manifested.  Thus rather than on the economic actors and their inherent capacities—in which
over the years we invested for improvement
with only meager results—the focus ought to
be on the relationships between them, on their
dynamics, their interactions, and their space.
“I am myself and my circumstances,” wrote
Jose Ortega y Gasset. The southern African
philosophy of Ubuntu defines a person by the
relationships he keeps. “I am” the person would
say “the son of my parents, the brother of my
siblings, the father of my children, the companion
of my spouse, the friend of my friends, the member
of my community, the worker of my organization, the citizen of my country.” Bereft of
these relationships and in a Cartesian logic,

R

ecent thinking on social capital
theory becomes useful in this
understanding. Human beings are
inherently social. From times immemorial we
have associated in relatively small circles of
trusted confederates, fundamentally as a survival
mechanism. Such circles are bonded internally
by clearly understood norms of behavior, the
organizing principles of that subsystem. Such
norms may or may not be institutionalized in
law but will be effective in practice. Meanwhile
these circles relate to other circles, outside this
radius of trust, by another set of norms, now
about relating to outsiders. Law, culture, polite
behavior, ethical values, and religion describe
and determine the organizing principles of
how we purport to relate to people outside our

12
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immediate circles. And different interpretations
of those norms by the different sides of the
relationship will add noise and complication
in the relating, perhaps creating prejudiced
generalizations about “the other.” Then finally,
increasing complexity in societies mandates

Now all of these systems of relationships
organize themselves in a structure of relational
networks, both formal and informal, which can
be easily mapped. The visible structure of such
networks reflects their underlying relations and
their organizing norms. Conversely, the evolution
of the underlying norms as they respond to
changing circumstances determines the changing
shape of those structures. Sociologists have long
studied the structures of networks in communities, and even whole countries, to determine
the effect of connections in, for instance, the
dissemination of ideas, or the relative power
of individuals or entities who are particularly
positioned to influence others. Recent studies
connecting the structure of networks to economic
adaptability of communities have proven
extremely useful in understanding why some
communities can weather or even thrive under
adverse circumstances better than others.
A given society’s public life, then, is built upon
the aggregate interaction of these networks of
networks. Understanding the public life of
even a simple society would be impossible by

All these systems organize
themselves in a structure
of relational networks.
the creation of mediating public mechanisms
to deal with far removed, indirect relationships.
Such mechanisms may be governmental or
private, but they constitute the reference points
for relationships with institutions that can be
political, governmental, financial, or legal. Our
constitution, our system of laws, our electoral
or banking mechanisms, our rules of governance,
and so on are such mechanisms. Although
broadly regulated and bound by laws, our relationships to these mediating institutions are
ultimately ruled by a core organizing principle,
the systemic glue of a normative public trust.
The failure of this trust—as our present economic crisis sadly illustrates—would threaten the
operation of the greater system. These institutions
“work” because we realize that we need them to
work and we expect them to work. To erode such
public trust where it exists is a serious threat to
the system that is deeply resented. The significant
challenge to development, however, is that in
countries where this public trust may be weak
or nonexistent, the violation of its regulatory
tenets is commonly accepted with a shrug and a
sigh. Systems that do not rely on those connections to function—albeit even dysfunctionally
—therefore do not resent their violation. And
the price of this public disconnectedness is
enormous in terms of economic efficacy.

13
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the study of its constituent parts or under the
linear behavior hypothesis derived from established
histories of some developed economies. To
attempt to alter such a political culture by
policy fiat, fomenting desired behaviors by some

in special ways with a relatively small number
of individuals, probably no more than a couple
hundred, and to be wary of others. Hence our
strength for survival through our mutual
dependence with those close by, and at the
same time an obstacle to progress because of
our reluctance to deal with populations more
removed. It would even seem that the drearier
the circumstances and the closer we are to a
survival mode, the denser will be the mutual
dependence mechanisms within trusted circles,
and the warier will be connections with those
outside. These tight connections within the
trust circles and this difficulty in reaching out to
outsiders will also inhibit creation and support
for the anonymous public institutions on which
development depends.
Moreover, to the extent that highly constrained
mechanisms do “succeed” in ensuring survival
under adverse conditions—even at a high cost
in terms of other human needs, such as gender
or ethnic rights—the more reluctance there will
be to modify them. For despite the superficial
and much publicized inroads of Western popular
culture in underdeveloped countries, we still
find that social relationships tend to evolve
slowly and with difficulty, even when adapting
to painfully needed adjustments, such as internal
migrations or changes in the economic base of
production. On the other hand, advanced
countries seem characterized by their relative
comfort in embracing relational changes, from
the family all the way up to the national level.
We thus face a clear quandary: there is ample
evidence that economic advance requires both
a capacity to adapt effectively to changing
contextual circumstances, plus trustworthy
public institutions to mediate these adjustments.
But both of these factors rest on the relational
disposition at very local levels to modify behavioral
patterns so as to be internally more open to
change and predisposed to transact with people

Attention should be given
first to the adaptability of
local relationships—not to
national policy.
participants among the myriad relationships,
would be futile, as have been so many attempts
from above to “strengthen civil society” or instill
by civic education a demand for good governance.
But the intrinsic dynamics can nevertheless be
glimpsed by observing adaptations in places
where they are most likely to occur, at the local
levels where civic life emerges. In the civic
wetlands, so to speak.

A

third fallacy has to do with the effective entry level for development
assistance—call it “the directive from
above” fallacy. National policy, which has
traditionally occupied attention, should not be
the primary unit of analysis. Rather, attention
should be given first to the adaptive behavior
of relationships as manifest at local levels, and
subsequently focus upward from there to higher
levels as the behavior percolates up. Cultural
change, although sometimes provoked by a
national phenomenon, primarily takes behavioral root from the local.
Human lives have always been built upon
communities. We have always depended on
them for survival. “Plan the global but let the
local free,” wrote Robert Nisbet in The Quest
for Community. Evolutionary psychology
identifies in us an inbred capacity to connect

14
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outside the comfort zones, to create with them
—and to support—trusted public institutions.
Sure, a well-crafted public policy framework is
indispensable, but the supply of such policy has
never been a problem. The bottleneck has been
in the capacity of communities and whole societies
to demand, expect, and support it effectively.

and within them mutual obligations of support
are sacrosanct, out of a shared sense of survival.
As a corollary, outsiders not bound by that
code of support are presumed bound to other
codes and therefore largely not trusted. With its
serious limitations, then, the system “worked”
and people survived. But structural economic
transformations in the past half century in
many countries centralized and modernized
agriculture, made many peasants superfluous,
and made traditional peasant life impossible.
It precipitated an exodus, mostly to urban areas,
which has only ebbed in some countries after
the exhaustion of that rural surplus labor. Yet
roles in the politics of the family and community
tend to remain relatively unchanged. Women
remain subservient but now with less clear
self-generated economic opportunities. Increased
educational pressures and opportunities for
children in urban areas make them less available
for productive work and thus less valuable as
mid-term economic assets.  Women lose out also
in the longer run, as children now have the
experience and the possibility to migrate, adopting
new behavioral mores much faster than their
parents and feeling less bound by long-term
expectations of providing maternal support.

D

evelopment assistance therefore
needs new thinking to address
these three established fallacies.  
The place to start is the dysfunctional aspect
of what is there already; begin at the beginning.
A frequent paradox of development for the
poor is a misalignment between behavioral
patterns at the most local levels and the needs
imposed by an environment that may have
changed dramatically from when those patterns
were first developed. A clear example of this is
with gender relations, which are typically first
developed in an agrarian environment with
clear assignation of productive roles. The gender
tension is intense within the politics of the
family and the male predominance is evident;
but the maldistribution of power is somewhat
attenuated by the high economic value of
children. In an agrarian setting and with few
possibilities of migratory escape, children
represent a productive asset in the medium
term—they are typically assigned chores soon
after they are mobile—and in the long-term they
are a captive social security net. As the primary
socializer, the loyalty of children gravitates
first to the mother, as folk songs and traditions
often emphasize. But sanitary and nutritional
conditions are typically poor, so pressure and
incentives for elevated fertility are high to ensure
an adequate supply of surviving children to
share the burden of parental support. Meanwhile women and their children collaborate in
the production of household goods and services.
As a result, communities are remarkably stable

15
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Finally, the migration experience wreaks
havoc with communities as it becomes impossible
to reproduce the supporting networks of the
home communities at a new destination, despite
any natural migrant proclivities to do so. Thus

public institutions. But this embedding cannot
be imposed, it must be generated internally.
What is needed, then, is an autochthonous recreation of relationships, a democratic citizens’
political process if you will.
Let’s first define some terms. We mean
democracy not in its institutional apparatus,
but as a culture that recognizes the normal
divergence of people’s interests yet validates
every one of those people’s voices in a process
for making collective decisions about issues
that affect them all, and in a way that makes room
for all. Democracy then becomes a community’s
capacity to effectively manage its differences so
that all its voices are equally heard. In terms of
our discussion, this may mean reassembling
the ways of relating inside the circles of trust,
among the various circles, and between them
and the institutions that serve them all.
Those who are engaged in development
assistance have recognized this need already,
but characteristically the attempts made to
define such new relationships are basically in
our own terms. Programs for gender, race, or
social justice within and between groups, and
for “rule of law” and “institutional development” between them and public institutions,
are already in place in numerous countries
and under different sponsors. The supply of
good models is thus ample and some results
have been attained via various motivational
schemes. Yet the problems remain because
the buy-in from below has generally not been
self-generated.
We propose that people have to discover the
advantages of new ways of relating by actually
engaging in activities which—if well designed
—will require them to relate in such ways. It
is not a matter of proposing how  the people
would relate differently, but that, by being
compelled to engage as equals (the democratic
requirement) around a shared concern they

What is needed is an
indigenous re-creation of
relationships—a citizens’
political process.
networks of reciprocal support dissolve away
but the discomfort with outsiders remains,
trapping the poor in the ultimate poverty that
is isolation. Meanwhile relative male dominance
within the family increases with the diminished
power of women, reflected consequentially in
a diminished voice as to decisions about their
own fertility and trapping them further in the
spiral of disempowerment and isolation. Uncertainties in male employment make matters even
worse: unsteady sources of income exacerbate
their insecurities as traditional providers and lead
to heightened domestic violence to compensate.
Males with more freedom to rove form new
circles of confederates, who in shared desperation may be likelier to recur to antisocial or
criminal behavior.
That is the challenge of development assistance
today. Of course we need new policy prescriptions
to deal with the disarticulation of communities
and to provide cultural context to a new behavioral order. But the supply of good policy is
not a problem; we know what good policies
look like. The problem is embedding the new
behavioral norms implicit in those policies
through a political process of cultural redefinition at the level of individuals, families, and
communities—and between them and effective
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can be urgent catalysts for conversations and
invite quick solutions, but treating only the
symptom will leave the underlying cause
untreated. A capable convenor will recognize
the urgency of the symptom but also steer the
conversation to dig deeper into its causes. For
instance, “joblessness” is an urgent economic
symptom which cries out for advocacy toward,
say, city hall to provide jobs. But the lack of
an industrial base in the town is a far more
complicated issue demanding action on the
part of individual citizens—by themselves and
in various partnerships—to either create or
attract an industrial base that would provide
the jobs.
A similar situation emerged some years ago
in Kingston, Jamaica, among a group of community activists assembled to deal with the
problem of disorganized public transit in the
city. After lengthy discussion
of the problem, the group
slowly coalesced around
the realization that the
underlying cause of the
disorganized bus routes
lay in the corrupt and
otherwise ineffective
mechanisms for contract
awards within the municipal power structure.
The transit problem
was thus renamed as a
governance one, allowing
the conversation to evolve
toward appropriate solutions.
The initial enthusiasm for an easily addressed
transit problem thus allowed the beginning
of a conversation toward the much thornier
problem of bad governance.
Moreover, this naming exercise may touch
sensitive nerve endings relating to which group’s
“fault” it is that the present problem exists.

will have to invent the norms for the now recast
relationship. It will likely be uncomfortable,
and hence there may be a need for trained
moderators in the process.

T

he first challenge is getting people to
engage, especially people who would
not normally engage with each other,
or would engage only in established dysfunctional ways. Not every concern would compel
people in communities to engage as a group,
particularly people from different trust circles.
But issues related to local environmental
sanitation (solid waste management as well as
environmental pollution), community health,
education, and—particularly of interest—the
local economy have typically demonstrated
considerable convening power. Other important
factors in this early stage are the legitimacy
of the initiator and the diversity of the
initial group. Self-appointed community “leaders” may be known to
convene citizens in pursuit of
political favors or sinecures,
while respected individuals in the community may never have felt
compelled or legitimized
enough to invite their
neighbors to discuss
shared concerns. The
latter should be encouraged to come forth.
Meanwhile, the gathered
group should reflect the
main preference fault lines of the
community but might at least initially not
invite known extremists who would derail the
conversation from the start.
Once gathered, the next logical step is to
precisely define what it is that brought them
together. Symptoms of an underlying malady
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celebrations. Surprised by the jarring challenge
to their self-image as a racially harmonious
community, a group of some 20 white, African
American, Hispanic, and Asian professionals
convened to discuss race relations and what
could be done to improve them and ensure
that the riot incident would not be repeated.  
The conversation proceeded with the politeness to be expected from this urbane audience.
Too polite, it turned out. At some point,
an exasperated African American journalist
turned to the white chief of police who had
been arguing how they should all “get along
better,” and said curtly: “You don’t understand,
sir; the problem is not race relations, the
problem is racism. You, sir, are my problem!”  
At that point the veneer of cultivated civility
cracked along racial lines as black, Hispanic,
and Asian participants took turns describing
their discomfort with the essentially white
police and with the white majority of the city
in general. A capable moderator was able in
this case to steer the conversation toward a
sustained dialogue which lasted for two years
and led to a number of follow-up activities to
help the community understand the deeper
causes of its ethnic prejudices.
Presumably, once the group in question
agrees and understands that “this is the problem
we share,” it can proceed to consider possible
actions that it can take to deal with the renamed issue. An open brainstorming might
then follow, with specific recommendations of
all sorts offered by the participants which are
not analyzed. After a large number of ideas are
put forth, closer observation can be used to boil
them down to a small number of recognizable
groupings to form a frame. Subsequent discussion
could then lead to finding the pros and cons
attributable to each grouping and the tensions
and trade-offs between them. Deliberating
within that frame will bring to light the necessity

In extreme cases this may lead to a severe
“dumping” session which may expose rifts
in the community of which even the participants may not have been fully aware. This
may require stepping back and engaging in
a sustained dialogue before the conversation
can proceed to identifying the possible things
that the community can do together about the
problem. On the other hand, proceeding to a
plan and to action without dealing with this
underlying fault line is almost a guarantee of
eventual failure along that very fissure in the
community.
A deeply divisive issue may nevertheless
be best handled first via its less threatening
symptoms, lest participants not be willing
to join the conversation to address the core
problem directly. A situation like this emerged
at an otherwise sedate discussion in the city
of Virginia Beach, Virginia, a few years back.
This comfortable middle-class community
with broad racial diversity had been shocked
by riots between largely African American students and the local police amidst spring break
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and a partnership with the municipal government and the national Ministry of Public
Works for a collaboration to improve the
roads leading into town. It is also to be noted
how the decision implied a realignment of all
three levels of relating: among themselves,
with the other actors in the town—such as
the municipal authorities and the owners of
eateries or lodgings—and with the national
institutional structures in several ministries.
Such a discovery can only come from the
deliberative conversation that generated it
and could not have been imagined by any
prior expert analysis. It becomes the kernel
of consensus among the many disagreements
that may remain in a community. Experience
has shown that a plan of action based on that

of the trade-offs and the different interpretation
of what is gained or lost through them given
the varying circumstances of the participants.
The discovery of a shared ground of options
within that frame, no matter how small, will
offer very solid ground for subsequent action.
A local cooperative in a small community
in the southern highlands of Peru brings
many of these points together. It had been
the beneficiary years before of an agricultural
development grant by an international foundation. Within the cooperative as a civic space, a
group of peasants discovered an unsuspected
ability for the artisanal manufacture of fine
cheese and spun off an association of independent cheese producers. The group had been
impressed by their own success and by the
growing recognition of the town as a source of
a quality product, but became aware that their
good name was being usurped by producers in
other communities. To deal with the immediate
matter of disloyal competition, the association
met to consider a number of possibilities and
boiled them down to whether to continue their
same independent paths and simply confront
the violators, to coalesce around collective
production and a single brand with the name
of the town, or to continue their independent
brands but appeal to the Ministry of Commerce
to register their product as a denomination of
origin and market it collectively. After much
deliberation they opted for the third path, which
involved a shared strategy and—perhaps most
impressive for a group of barely literate peasants
—relying on a level of trust on the protection
of an official system which heretofore had been
far distant from their lives. Moreover, their
renaming of the issue as a decision to “go
official” prompted consideration of other
official actions involving credits from the
Ministry of Tourism to support visitor lodgings
and eateries in anticipation of a town festival

first kernel is likely to breed a growing degree
of comfort with the idea of further collaboration and lead to an expansion of the shared
plan, as occurred in this case. Working together
for a shared goal seems innately attractive to
social human beings and seems likely to provoke
further collaboration.
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A

final practical note. To be effective, the
design of the plan should ideally: (a) rely
first on the communities, own resources
and only seek outside help as a complement;
(b) have clear short-term implementable steps
and clear indicators of progress, no matter how
mundane they may seem; (c) have clear deadlines
and mechanisms for observing them, even with
the understanding that they may be likely violated
and readjusted; (d) have clear assignments and
tasks, ideally cutting across old fault lines of
gender, race, or social class and in sequential
interdependent steps so that B’s task cannot
happen until A’s is done; and (e) have periodic
evaluations and opportunities for adjustments.
No plan has ever worked perfectly as designed
and chances are very high that such a one as
here proposed will undergo many revisions.
But that is okay. In every iteration of this citizens’
political process the community’s capacity for
collaborative action will improve and the
probability of successful outcomes will increase.  
Moreover, they will reassert the notion that
they own the plan and whatever emerges from
it. Such ownership is at the essential core of
democratic self-governance. Its continually
perfected capacity for adjustment to accommodate

collective learning and changing circumstance is
what makes such systems sustainable and such
economies successful. Economic development
is thus a political process of redefinition of
relationships, a continuous spiral of citizen

Economic development
is a political process of
redefining relationships.
action engaging not individuals as such but as
essential elements of a whole body politic which
they own and to which they are committed to
act publicly as citizens.
Promoting such a process should be the
challenge of those interested in economic
development. It happens in the civic wetlands.
Ramón E. Daubón, a Puerto Rican native, independent consultant, president of the Esquel Group,
and Kettering Foundation associate, has been vice
president of the Inter-American Foundation, deputy
assistant administrator of USAID, Ford Foundation
representative in South America, and vice president
of the National Puerto Rican Foundation.
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Generating the Power for Development
through Sustained Dialogue:
An Experience from Rural South Africa
by Teddy Nemeroff

“The most effective step
toward development
is often to identify
needs and together
experiment with ways
of addressing them.”

A man goes to sow seeds in a field.
He throws seeds up and down the
field. Some land in the deeply plowed
furrows of the soil, others land in more
shallow places, and others land among
piles of rocks. When it comes time to
harvest the crop, the man finds different
results in different places. Where the
seeds landed on rocks they were unable
to take root and grow. Where the seeds
landed in more shallow spaces of soil,
the birds came and ate them. Where
the seeds landed in the deep furrows,
healthy plants have grown. Now the
question becomes, what the man will
do next year? Will he continue to sow
seeds all over the field as he has done
in the past? Will he be disappointed
and give up farming? Or, will he learn
from the previous year and figure out
how to sow seeds where he knows they
will grow?

I

—The Parable of Sowing Seeds, as
told by a workshop participant,
July 2006

nternational donors, governments,
civil society, and businesses often
project the sense that their services,
skills, and resources offer a “silver
bullet” solution to poverty. Yet for
communities struggling with poverty, adopting
the perception that there is a silver bullet can
have perverse results, shaping development
efforts to external agendas, and damaging
confidence in local citizens’ ability to plot their
own course. Rather, the most effective first
step toward development for most communities
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The villages involved with this initiative
are in a part of South Africa where development has been largely neglected throughout
the country’s history. During the apartheid
era, these villages were part of the KwaZulu
“homeland,” a nominally independent state.
The apartheid government created the homeland system to isolate the predominantly poor
black majority population from the wealthier
white population and to ensure the white population had control over the country’s most
valuable natural resources. There was extensive
investment in the area to develop the sugar cane
and lumber industries, but very little of this
benefited the local population. The apartheid
system left them with little education, no basic
services, and aside from traveling to the Johannesburg area to work in the gold mines, few
alternative employment options.
By the early 1990s, however, the entire
country was changing rapidly, as the African
National Congress (ANC) returned from
exile and began negotiations to create a new
democracy. This period was extremely violent,
as different contenders for power not only
contested their claims in negotiation but also
on the streets with physical confrontation. Much
of the violence took place between supporters of
the ANC and those from the KwaZulu-based
Inkhatha Freedom Party (IFP). The Nkandla
area, where these villages are located, was a
hotbed of conflict. Though the majority of
this violence took place in the period prior to
the 1994 elections, there is evidence that it
resurfaced around the 1999 election, and wellacknowledged divisions remain.
Since 1994, the area, like most rural communities, has remained largely underdeveloped.
Many community members have gone to urban
areas to receive education or to find work—
opportunities not available under the previous
dispensation that have allowed some to reach

is often simply to identify their own needs and
together experiment with ways of addressing
them. A colleague once told me, “Poverty is
not the lack of things; it is the lack of power
to change the circumstances that generate the
lack of things.” Could it be that the challenge
of development is not the delivery of “things”

Critical for a community
is the capacity to reflect on
its work to refine its goals.
but rather shifting the power to decide what
“things” are important and generate them? If
so, how does that shift happen?
In this article I reflect on an experience with
this challenge in a rural area of South Africa. I
discuss a locally initiated project that used
deliberative dialogue to help residents in a
group of rural villages learn to assess their own
needs, identify what they could do for themselves,
and seek outside “partnerships” to support their
efforts. This project showed me that the critical
capacity for a community to develop is its
members’ ability to regularly reflect together
on their work and use these reflections as a
way to refine their goals and strengthen their
future actions. Developing this capacity requires
not only new practices but, critically, changes
in relationships. In reflecting on these topics,
this essay will first discuss the economic and
political challenges facing the communities in
which the project took place and the motivation
for using deliberative dialogue to address them.
Then it will describe the specific methodology
used in the project, a process that has earned
its place as a proper noun: Sustained Dialogue.
It will narrate, briefly, the experience of the
project itself. And finally, close with a brief
discussion of critical lessons learned.
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leading to sustainable benefits for the community,
the grant created short-lived projects, frustration, and internal conflict. The problems came in
two forms. First, the lack of a clear and common
view of development priorities meant the funding
was spent on activities that did not in themselves
make a strategic contribution to Ethalaneni’s
economy. Second, poor communication within
the community, and preexisting internal divisions,
meant that the funding was not viewed or
treated as a public good. Those that did not
receive the grant saw it as a benefit for those
administering it, which they had lost out on.
(In anger, some intentionally sabotaged projects.)
At the same time, the people administering
the grant tended to see it as a job opportunity: this meant that much of the money
was used for individual remuneration rather
than for the community as a whole.
The negative experience with the grant,
internal divisions within the community
along political, generational, and gender
lines, and the fact that other funds proved
difficult to obtain, all led EDT and a
Johannesburg-based NGO, the Power of
Women and Children (PWC), to the idea of
running a dialogue initiative. They approached
the Institute for Democracy in South Africa

prominent
positions in
South Africa. Yet
very few of these
successes have
produced sustainable improvements
in the community’s economic
well-being. The
area lacks basic
services, such as
paved roads, water,
adequate schools, or
regular access to doctors. Like the rest of South
Africa, where nearly 11 percent of the population
tests positive for HIV/AIDS, KwaZulu-Natal
has a serious problem with HIV/AIDS (with
a positive test rate of 16.5 percent.)
With so many pressing, indeed overwhelming,
challenges, it is not surprising that residents of
the community naturally look to government
or other outsiders to solve these problems.
Indeed, the government’s general approach
to development has tended to reinforce this
view, with the ANC-led government’s mantra
being “service delivery,” and development and
job creation being its top priorities. The government has created numerous programs and
funding schemes, yet the communities involved
in these projects have found them hard to access.
Even when they have obtained funding, it has
not necessarily led to sustainable results.
One of the village’s experiences, in Ethalaneni,
provides an example of what has happened in the
past, and specifically catalyzed the dialogue
initiative that is our interest. Through a
government agency, the village received a R 1
million (USD 150,000) grant for community
development which was to be managed by a
local organization called the Ethalaneni
Development Trust (EDT). But rather than

Citizens naturally look
to outsiders to solve
their problems.
(Idasa), where I had helped to set up a
peace-building program that uses deliberative dialogue. By healing divisions and
helping communities identify priorities they
could proactively pursue, the two organizations
hoped to be able to breathe new life into
development efforts.
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T

ogether, we developed a plan to train
a core group of leaders from seven
villages to run deliberative-dialogue
processes in their own communities. This group
of leaders would comprise a cross-section of
existing community interests, including youth,
women, traditional authorities, and political
leaders. Of particular importance was the
involvement of the local traditional leaders,
called Ndunas, who represented the Nkhosi
(chief ) in each village, because their support
has a major influence on community public
opinion and the allocation of resources, such
as tribal land.
The process we trained them in, called
Sustained Dialogue, is an open-ended process for
addressing conflict in settings where stakeholders
are apparently unable to talk with each other to
solve common problems. Because communities like the ones depicted here are far from
homogeneous and often contain conflicting
interests, processes that help people to overcome
differences are often necessary precursors to
promoting development. Sustained Dialogue
emphasizes building and restructuring relationships as a long-term political process that helps
divided societies work more effectively together.
Sustained Dialogue does this by engaging a
group of 15-20 key individuals in dialogue
that evolves organically through five stages
that include:
Stage I: Deciding to Engage. Stakeholders
in a community, deciding that there is need
for a dialogue to resolve pressing problems
that they are facing, assemble well-respected
participants who together agree upon the
terms of the process.

together name and prioritize the key issues
they feel they should focus on.
Stage III: Probing Problems and Relationships. The group, together working
to understand why the issues they have
identified matter to each other, develops a

We trained leaders to run
deliberative dialogues.
common analysis of those issues and how
to solve them.
Stage IV: Designing a Scenario for Change.
The participants individually identify what
they think they can do to help address the
issue they have named and assemble the
steps they want to take into an interactive
scenario for change.
Stage V: Acting Together. The group implements its actions, works together to assess
the impact of what they have done and to
determine what to do next.
Trained Sustained Dialogue moderators use
these stages as ways to monitor where they are in
the dialogue and based on that, determine how
best to move the process forward. An effective
moderator, however, also knows when to take the
group back to an earlier stage, and the most successful groups treat action in Stage V not as an ending
but as only one milestone in a continuous process.
The stages help solve a significant challenge
for facilitators of development processes in the
community—the impatience that people feel
with talking. They provide a way for practitioners to prevent the rush to solutions that often
blocks deeper learning, while also assuring
participants that the process is heading in a
direction that will lead to action.

Stage II: Mapping and Naming. Participants in the process share their concerns,
often vent their frustrations about the
problems facing their community, but
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As described below, the training process in
this project was designed to spread out across
a year and a half, taking community leaders
through each stage on an “as-needed” or “whenready” basis. Thus, the first training covered
Stage I, the second Stage II, and so forth. Our
curriculum contains both content presentations
and intensive reflection. We emphasize collective
problem solving among trainees so they learn
how to support each other by sharing insights
from their successes and failures.
Yet while the stages describe how the process
changes over time, they represent only half of the
approach. Sustained Dialogue is a process aimed
at relationship transformation, of which reflective
learning and collective action are only components. The process’s explicit focus on changing
relationships requires analytical techniques to not
only track how the process develops over time,
but also to diagnose the relational dynamics at
various points in the process and identify
strategies for improving them. To accomplish
this, Sustained Dialogue uses a definition of
relationship that consists of five elements:
Identity: How individuals or groups define
themselves, whether through observable
characteristics, common experiences, levels
of status, cultures, worldviews, or religions.

and what they assume about their identities, interests, and power.
Patterns of Interaction: How individuals and groups interact with one another
through modes and forms of communication, cooperation, confrontation, or
competition and unspoken covenants
of reciprocity.
By evaluating each element, moderators
can isolate specific challenges at a given
moment in the process and more accurately
monitor progress. Collectively, these elements
provide a critical means for measuring the
human dynamics that make development
practice challenging and create strategies for
addressing them. I have personally found that
attention to these dynamics and not the quality
of my process framework is the factor that
determines success or failure in an intervention. The training, provided by myself and
colleagues at Idasa, consisted of a series of five
workshops, on the stages of the process, which
over a year and a half would prepare community
leaders to establish and facilitate dialogues. As

Interests: What individuals or groups want
or care about, whether they are material
needs for survival, or things valued beyond
survival. Also, how they define those interests.
Power: The capacity of individuals or
groups to achieve their objectives, whether
through coercion or less direct forms of influence. Also the way these groups perceive
their power, over- or underestimating their
ability to achieve what they want.
Perceptions/Misperceptions/Stereotypes:
How individuals and groups view others
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the case study that follows will show, the dialogue
processes in this project had to be molded to
the community’s particular relational dynamics in order to even get off the ground.
A major training objective was also to provide
a space where the community leaders could

should be involved in the dialogue? and (iii)
Who else within the community do you need
help from to establish the dialogue? The responses were uniform across communities and
quite surprising. They revealed the challenges
that lay ahead.
All of the groups, without exception, interpreted the first question as meaning: “What
issues do you feel this project should address in
your community?” Their responses therefore
were a list of requests, such as jobs, electricity,
running water, paved roads, flushing toilets,
better schools, and a hospital. Workshop
participants interpreted the second question
as meaning: “Who should benefit from the
project?” For this question, participants mostly
responded that the entire community should
benefit. The last question appeared to be interpreted as: “Who should address these issues?”
Participants responded with three or four
common answers that included government,
corporations, foreign donors, and Idasa.
I found this a frustrating end to the workshop.
Throughout the three days, we had discussed
dialogue as a way to address community
challenges, and the participants had demonstrated a very keen understanding of the subject
through their responses to questions and
participation in training activities. Yet at the
end of it all, participants assumed that the
project was still about providing services to
their communities and that it was outsiders
who were responsible for doing so.
Their responses appeared to reflect two
perceptions. First was the perception that
development was primarily a matter of solving
big and obvious problems that they all knew
about. If roads, running water, and electricity
were all installed, and jobs were provided, the
community would escape poverty. Second was
the sense that outsiders with money are the
ones that provide this kind of development.

We provided space
to reflect on the link
between relationships
and development.
themselves reflect on the link between relationships in their community and economic
development. EDT and PWC’s role was to
provide ongoing support and mentoring for
the community leaders to help them learn as
they were working and to ensure all of the
communities ran successful dialogues.
How the Project Unfolded
The project began in January 2005, when
we held the first training workshop on Stage
I of Sustained Dialogue for 33 community
leaders representing the targeted groups from
each village. The training was conducted in
Zulu, with translations to and from English.
It covered two topics: What is dialogue? and
How can dialogue improve relationships and
promote development? Then, how could the
leaders present establish dialogues in their
communities to create action for development? At the end of the workshop, we asked
the participants to break into small groups
based on their villages and to discuss how they
would set up dialogue in their communities.
Specifically, they were asked to answer three
questions: (i) What issues do you feel your
community should dialogue about? (ii) Who
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development in the
past. To help the
people understand,
meeting convenors
asked them to reflect,
naming conflicts that
had stood in their way.
The people present
began telling their own
stories. Women and men
spoke about how they did
not listen to each other or trust each other.
Adults complained about how irresponsible
and arrogant the youth were, thinking that
they knew all the answers, while also indulging in alcohol and drugs. Youths responded
that they behaved the way they did, because
adults did not listen to them and they saw few
opportunities. People told stories of jealousy and
attempts to undermine each other’s businesses.
Theft among community members was described
not only as a result of poverty, but also jealousy.
The convenors from EDT and PWC then
explained that the purpose of the project was
to help the communities overcome these
divisions so they could together develop their
communities. The participants interpreted this

It was the responsibility of government or
organizations like Idasa to come to the community or to provide resources to solve the big
problems they listed. From such a perspective,
it was understandable that the workshop
participants would have trouble seeing the
connection between dialogue and development. If they all knew what their problems
were, and only outsiders could solve them, then
what would be the point of talking about them?
Therefore, it appears to have been reasoned
and hoped that the project was actually about
bringing in money to solve their problems.
These misperceptions did not stop at the
workshop. The project launch and the presence
of outsiders were noted throughout the communities, and participants reported back, raising
expectations. Recognizing the misunderstanding,
EDT and PWC called a meeting with workshop
participants. After allowing them to explain
their perceptions of the project, representatives
from the two organizations clearly stated that
no money would be given. They then repeated
that the project was designed to repair broken
community relationships that had prevented

Participants had trouble
connecting dialogue and
development.
in religious terms. A youth leader said the
problem was that their communities were
divided by their “sins against each other.”
Therefore to take their communities forward
they would need to cleanse themselves by
“confessing” to each other through dialogue.
Based on this new understanding, the trained
leaders returned to their villages and explained
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the project again. They established local
groups that met every two weeks to explore
what had prevented their development and
what could be done.

whole community down and prevented
everyone from improving their lives.
• Community members needed to realize

that they would not directly benefit materially from participating, but that doing so
would enable them to improve their lives
in the long-term.

B

y the time I returned to the community for the workshop on Stage II in
May 2005, some profound changes
had taken place. I noticed it the first day of the
four-day workshop when we asked members of
the group to develop and give mock presentations on how they explain the dialogue project
to their villages. With other participants playing
the role of villagers (asking very difficult questions
that they had clearly heard themselves), the
community leaders explained what the process
was about to them. Some of the key points coming
out of the presentation were that:
• The project is not about outsiders providing them with funding or solving their
problems, but rather about residents finding their own solutions.

There was also a noticeable change in how
the participants in the workshop related to each
other. The youth and women in the room, for
example, had become confident in stating their
opinions and raising controversial issues. Within
traditional Zulu culture, adult men hold a special
place of respect and authority. But during this
workshop the senior Nduna spoke about how
happy he was to see the youth taking such a
lead role in the community and how the elders
were becoming more and more willing to listen
and work with them. For their part, youth
leaders talked about how having a greater
stake in the community made them more
willing to take a responsible role and avoid
destructive behavior, such as substance abuse.
Women at the workshop also spoke about the
lead role they were taking in organizing dialogues
and engaging communities within their villages.
Finally, participants began telling stories of
how the process of community dialogue had
begun to shift the overall relationship terrain
in the villages. In one village that had been
particularly damaged by ANC/IFP violence,
dialogue was being used as a reconciliation
process, bringing together parties that had
been unwilling to speak before. In another village the dialogue had so strengthened community members that they were able to convince
an unwilling older Nduna to contribute some
land for a communal market place. Perhaps most
exciting, rival groups of youth in Ethalaneni
decided to work together to establish an agricultural co-op. They had applied for a start-up

• Participants felt strongly that poor relation-

ships among different groups dragged the
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grant from the Department of Agriculture and
were admitted to a government-run training
course.
Yet despite these significant changes, there
remained difficulty in convincing others within
their communities of the benefits of engaging.
Not surprisingly, their fellow community
members had difficulty seeing the practical

proactive view of how to engage it. One
participant said: “Now that we’ve had dialogue
among ourselves and reached an understanding,
we need to bring government into the dialogue.”
Others spoke about the need to understand
better the services that government provides so
they could identify the appropriate individuals
and departments to approach for assistance on
specific issues. A general request among the
group was for training on how to write project
proposals and business plans so they could
access grants. The group was still asking for
help, but on more specifically targeted needs
that would help them do their own work better.

Participants told how
dialogue had shifted
relationships.
benefits of talking when so many tangible
problems existed. To them also, it seemed that
the answer to the problems of poverty was
simply solving them, rather than talking about
their own solutions. Without anything material to offer communities, they felt it difficult
to convince people to participate.
A second concern was expectations and
the need to achieve reasonably fast results to
sustain interest among community members.
Successes to that point, while positive, were
still small and incremental, while expectations
continued to rest on major issues of infrastructure
and employment, which required large investments that dialogue alone could not provide.
By the end of the year, groups at each village
had begun a series of projects like farming, raising
poultry, and community savings. In addition,
they were starting new activities to promote
community, such as holding a Special Olympics
for disabled children and growing food for
those who could not support themselves.
When I met the leaders at the Stage III
training workshop in December 2005, the
general approach to addressing these expectations was different from before. They still felt
strongly that outside assistance was necessary to
create development, yet they took a more

W

ith projects and their specific
requests in mind, in March 2006
we focused our Stage IV workshop
on project planning. We asked participants from
each village to select one of the issues that
their group was working on. Based on that
issue, we took them through a mock planning
process in which participants designed their
own project plan. The topics selected included
a community center for youth, a community
hospice/health clinic, a farming project, a poultry
project, and an anti-drug use campaign
among youths.
The process of planning around such
priorities raised a number of interesting
challenges that had no doubt hampered projects
in the past. There were vastly uneven capacities
within the groups to put together effective
plans. As had been the case throughout our
project, the youth participants were the quickest
in grasping the planning process and best able
to develop detailed plans. This meant that,
depending on the number of youth participants
in each group, some plans were stronger than
others. A second challenge was a focus on products
without considering how they would be used.
Participants designed projects for creating
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buildings to house their community center
and hospice, but did not think through what
would take place in those buildings and how
they would be sustained. At the same time,
participants talking about poultry and farming
continued to focus on creating those enterprises
without thinking about to whom they would
sell their products.
Moreover, the participants themselves did
not necessarily agree on the projects. The antidrug campaign, in particular, was most strongly
supported by one of the youth leaders at the
workshop. It was later pointed out to me by
the director of EDT, however, that this project

a way that continues community ownership and
takes advantage of the skills everyone has to offer.
Yet some in the group now responded to this
point with some surprise. While everyone agreed
that participation in project development helped
ensure engagement in implementation, people
disagreed over how best to allow participation.
Having nearly gone through an entire cycle
of reflection, conceptualization, and planning, as
participants deepened their actions, I wondered
what the outcomes would be and whether they
would find ways to learn from and sustain them.
After all of their work, the same challenges the
communities had always faced seemed still there.

was particularly targeted as a message to specific
community members who were well-known
drug users; while appearing to have benevolent
goals, this project had some underlying power
implications that might create conflict. That
made me wonder what might lie behind the
other projects. As the group got excited about
implementing the projects, it appeared they
might forget to use the community building
and reflective skills that had gotten them thus
far. The challenge was to conduct planning in

et, regardless of my misgivings, the
dialogues continued as the groups
developed action plans and implemented them. Groups at all of the villages
gathered the necessary materials to build chicken
coops. Two groups went to the Nkhosi to
acquire rights to land where they built a clinic
and a youth center. Others carried on with
their beading projects, continued their community savings, or grew vegetables in the
gardens they had started. When we held our
final workshop on Stage V in July 2006, the
focus was on monitoring how their projects
were going and on discussing how they would
evaluate their own work to determine where
to go next.
None of the groups had a written plan to
show us. But when provided with flip-chart
paper and markers, they each wrote very clear
and developed plans, in many cases elaborating beyond the level of detail we had asked
them to provide. All of the plans included
activities that started in May or June and the
groups could easily check off ones they had
completed. It was interesting to see how they
assigned responsibilities for the activities. Seeing
the lists of names and groups, I realized my

Y
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concerns about whether the initiatives were
participatory were clearly unfounded.
Next, we talked about evaluation, presenting to the group questions they should ask
when evaluating their own initiatives and asking
them to think about how they would apply these
concepts. In response, one participant pointed

action was not an endpoint but simply a step
in a longer process.
As the session closed for the day, the man
who raised the concern about finding markets
to sell goods stood up and told the “Parable
of Sowing Seeds.” The question which would
determine the success of the person who sowed
the seeds, he said, is whether he would the
following year choose to sow the seeds exactly
the same way, become discouraged by the lack
of uniform success, or choose to learn from
the successes and failures to sow seeds only
where he knows they will grow. The only way,
he argued, that the community could move
forward was if they chose the last option—
learning from their mistakes and developing
solutions that would make them more successful
in the future.
A graduation ceremony was held in July
2005 for the people we trained, and it provided
an opportunity to showcase the project to the
rest of the area and the local and provincial
governments. An important element that was
not visible throughout project, but became
evident at this event, was the space that these
locally grown initiatives created for the community to engage with and get support from
government.
Based on their efforts and the needs that their
projects were generating, several of the betterconnected community members had taken
the opportunity to make specific proposals to
the government. This led to the government
creating several new projects to help the communities bring their goods to market. These
projects include building an abattoir to buy
the chickens, starting a produce market, and
holding a crafts expo. In addition, new training initiatives are being planned to support
income generation in the area. After years of
waiting for something to happen and looking
to government to lead, the communities had

Action is not an
endpoint but a step
in a longer process.
out that the groups had been working hard to
establish income-generating projects: they had
begun to raise chickens; they had planted crops;
and they had produced a range of knitted, beaded,
and woven products. However, despite all of
this activity, they had yet to find places to sell
their products. He expressed concern that their
crops were growing and if they did not find a
place to sell them they might simply rot in the
fields. This led to an emotional outpouring by
participants worried about what would happen
and a discussion of potential strategies to solve
this issue.
In many respects, this was the moment I
had been worrying about. The communities
were seeing tangible results from their work,
but would they become discouraged if they
could not sell their products? Would this
discouragement stop the process in its tracks?
Acknowledging that finding markets was
a significant challenge for them, a colleague
of mine pointed out that gaps always exist in
action plans and that it is the role of the dialogue group to constantly reevaluate what they
are doing, identify potential problems, and
develop strategies to address them. We spent
the rest of the day reflecting on the dialogue
process they had gone through, arguing that
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started their own initiatives and through them
provided leadership to their government.
The fundamental challenge facing these
villages was creating an environment in which
material advances could be built on, rather than
consumed. The idea developed throughout the
project that past efforts should be learned from

could build new theories about what to do in
the future.
Yet deliberate processes, when used for
development require a concept of relationship.
Initiating a development process in communities requires more than a conceptual sense of
the learning process that deliberative methodology provides. Development is also political,
and it requires a restructuring of relationships
both within communities and between them
and the outside world. This article began by
discussing one element of relationships: power.
However, Sustained Dialogue conceptualizes
relationships as having five elements. Just as
this story has been told through the lens of the
action/reflection cycle, it also could have been
told through the relationship lens.
Finally, in projects attempting over a period of
time to develop a reflective culture and to support
relationship changes within a community, having
accurate information is critical. There is a need
for appropriate monitoring tools, especially
listening carefully to the questions asked. A
common challenge in such settings, however,
is preventing the process of information
gathering from interfering with the project
itself. I have often found that the greater the
visibility of project staff in a community, the
more misplaced expectations are created. An
Idasa colleague, for example, spent a week
touring these villages to gather monitoring data.
He tells the story of arriving at a meeting in a
village that is cut off from the main road by a
stream to find a crowd of expectant community
members believing he was there to build a bridge
for them.
Beyond setting unwarranted expectations, I
have also found the people I work with highly
averse to being studied. In South Africa, at least,
there is a lot of research that takes place in poor
communities, and many community members
have grown tired of outsiders coming in to

Development is political.
It requires restructuring
relationships.
and improved upon created a cycle that supported
increasingly complex interactions both within
their communities and with outsiders.
The challenge in developing such a skill,
however, is convincing communities that it
is worth their effort to engage in a reflective
process at all. In this respect, the project found
a fertile ground for such activities, because the
villages had recently had a series of frustrating
experiences. In an environment where people
were skeptical about their ability to solve their
own problems, it made sense to start by analyzing what had happened in the past so they
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Due to these risks, we have had to rely more
on our own direct observations to understand how the project is going. One specific
measurement that I have become particularly
sensitive to is the types of questions and requests
that people made. It has been fascinating to see
how the questions have evolved over time.
Initially, there were requests for us to provide
material benefits, then questions about how to
convince their fellow community members about
the project, then suggestions for specific areas
of training, and finally requests for support in
networking them with government. These
questions alone have told us a very rich story
about evolving perceptions in the communities.

already could have set up a farming co-op: they
already had connections with government; the
skills, land, and resources they used already
existed. Yet, their expectations for development,
their sense of their own resources, and their
relationships prevented anything from happening.
Harold Saunders, who developed the practice
of Sustained Dialogue, described a group he
helped form in response to a civil war in the
Republic of Tajikistan as “a mind at work in
the making of a nation.” By using dialogue to
initiate a spiral of learning and action, this
project’s contribution has been to create minds
at work in the remaking of communities.

T

Teddy Nemeroff, who holds a JD from Columbia
University, initiated the first Sustained Dialogue
program on a college campus at Princeton in 1999.
This essay is reproduced by permission of SAGE
Publications Ltd., London, Los Angeles, New Delhi,
Singapore, and Washington, DC, from Teddy
Nemeroff, “Generating the Power for Development
through Sustained Dialogue: An Experience from
Rural South Africa,” Action Research, copyright©
SAGE Publications, 2008. Nemeroff wrote the article
while he worked with the Institute for Democracy in
South Africa (Idasa).

his article began by suggesting that
having power to name and pursue their
own objectives is a defining factor in
a community’s capacity to develop. The story
of dialogue told here presents an experience
creating that power, not just by initiating a
process of reflection, but also creating a platform
for community members to change their own
relationships. Every time I think about the
project, I am struck by the fact that so many
of the advances achieved had always been possible
for the communities. Before we arrived, they
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Using Emergence to Take
Social Innovations to Scale
by Margaret Wheatley and Deborah Frieze  

D

“The world doesn’t
change one person
at a time. It changes
as networks of
relationships form.”

espite current ads and
slogans, the world doesn’t
change one person at a
time. It changes as networks
of relationships form among
people who discover they share a common cause
and vision of what’s possible. This is good news
for those of us intent on changing the world
and creating a positive future. Rather than worry
about critical mass, our work is to foster critical
connections. We don’t need to convince large
numbers of people to change; instead, we need
to connect with kindred spirits. Through these
relationships, we will develop the new knowledge,
practices, courage, and commitment that lead
to broad-based change.
But networks aren’t the whole story. As networks grow and transform into active, working
communities of practice, we discover how life
truly changes, which is through emergence.
When separate, local efforts connect with each
other as networks, then strengthen as communities
of practice, suddenly and surprisingly a new
system emerges at a greater level of scale.
This system of influence possesses qualities and
capacities that were unknown in the individuals. It
isn’t that they were hidden; they simply don’t
exist until the system emerges. They are properties
of the system, not the individual, but once
there, individuals possess them. And the system
that emerges always possesses greater power
and influence than is possible through planned,
incremental change. Emergence is how life
creates radical change and takes things to scale.
Since its inception in 1992, The Berkana
Institute has been experimenting with the life
cycle of emergence: how living systems begin
as networks, shift to intentional communities
of practice (CoPs), and evolve into powerful
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systems capable of global influence. Through
our work with communities in many different
nations, we are learning what’s possible when
we connect people across difference and distance.
By applying the lessons of living systems and
working intentionally with emergence and its

stage in emergence, it is essential that we
understand their dynamics and how they
develop into communities and then systems.
Yet much of the current work on networks
displays an old paradigm bias. In social network
analysis, physical representations of the network
are created by mapping relationships. This is
useful for convincing people that networks exist,
and people are often fascinated to see the
network made visible. Other network analysts
name roles played by members of the network
or make distinctions between different parts of
the network, such as core and periphery. It may
not be the intent of these researchers, but their
work is often used by leaders to find ways to
manipulate the network, to use it in a traditional
and controlling way.
What’s missing in these analyses is an exploration of the dynamics of networks:
• Why do networks form?  What are the
conditions that support their creation?  

A new system possesses
qualities and capacities
that didn’t exist until the
system emerged.
life cycle, we are demonstrating how local
social innovation can be taken to scale and
provide solutions to many of the world’s most
intractable issues—such as community health,
ecological sustainability, and economic self-reliance.

R

esearchers and social activists are
beginning to discover the power
of networks and networking. And
there is a growing recognition that networks
are a new form of organizing. Evidence of
self-organized networks is everywhere:  social
activists, terrorist groups, drug cartels, street
gangs, Web-based interest groups. While we
now see these everywhere, it is not because
they’re a new form of organizing, but because
we’ve removed our old paradigm blinders that
look for hierarchy and control mechanisms
in the belief that organization only happens
through human will and intervention.
Networks are the only form of organization
used by living systems on this planet. These
networks result from self-organization, where
individuals or species recognize their interdependence and organize in ways that support
the diversity and viability of all. Networks create
the conditions for emergence, which is how
life changes. Because networks are the first
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•

What keeps a network alive and growing?  
What keeps members connected?

•

What type of leadership is required?  
Why do people become leaders?
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•

What type of leadership interferes with
or destroys the network?  

•

What happens after a healthy network
forms? What’s next?

•

If we understand these dynamics and the
life cycle of emergence, what can we do as
leaders, activists, and social entrepreneurs
to intentionally foster emergence?

the Soviet Union ended, how corporate power
quickly came to dominate globally. In each case,
there were many local actions and decisions,
most of which were invisible and unknown to
each other, and none of which was powerful
enough by itself to create change. But when

In nature, change
never happens as a
result of top-down,
preconceived
strategic plans.

Emergence violates so many of our Western
assumptions of how change happens that it
often takes quite a while to understand it. In
nature, change never happens as a result of
top-down, preconceived strategic plans, or
from the mandate of any single individual or
boss. Change begins as local actions spring up
simultaneously in many different areas. If these
changes remain disconnected, nothing happens
beyond each locale. However, when they become
connected, local actions can emerge as a powerful
system with influence at a more global or
comprehensive level. (Global here means a
larger scale, not necessarily the entire planet.)  
These powerful emergent phenomena
appear suddenly and surprisingly. Think about
how the Berlin Wall suddenly came down, how

these local changes coalesced, new power emerged.
What could not be accomplished by diplomacy, politics, protests, or strategy suddenly
happened. And when each materialized, most
were surprised. Emergent phenomena always
have these characteristics: They exert much
more power than the sum of their parts; they
always possess new capacities different from
the local actions that engendered them; they
always surprise us by their appearance.
It is important to note that emergence
always results in a powerful system that has
many more capacities than could ever be predicted by analyzing the individual parts. We
see this in the behavior of social insects, such
as ants, bees, and termites. Individual ants
possess none of the intelligence or skills that
are in the colony. No matter how intently scientists study the behavior of individual ants,
they can never see the behavior of the colony.
Yet once the colony forms, each ant acts with
the intelligence and skillfulness of the whole.
This aspect of emergence has profound
implications for social entrepreneurs. Instead
of developing them individually as leaders and
skillful practitioners, we would do better to
connect them to like-minded others and create
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the conditions for emergence. The skills and
capacities needed by them will be found in
the system that emerges, not in better training
programs.
Because emergence only happens through
connections, we have developed a four-stage
model that catalyzes connections as the means
to achieve global-level change: Name, Connect,
Nourish, Illuminate. We focus on discovering
pioneering efforts and naming them as such.
We then connect these efforts to other similar
work globally. We nourish this network in many
ways, but most essentially through creating
opportunities for learning and sharing experiences and shifting into CoPs. We also illuminate
these pioneering efforts so many more people
will learn from them. We are attempting to
work intentionally with emergence so that
small, local efforts can become a global force
for change.

in relationship. They use this community to share
what they know, to support one another, and
to intentionally create new knowledge for their
field of practice. These CoPs differ from networks
in significant ways. They are communities, which
means that people make a commitment to be

Networks result from
self-organization.
We’ve gone beyond the
paradigm that looks for
hierarchy and control.
there for each other; they participate not only
for their own needs, but to serve the needs
of others.
In a CoP, the focus extends beyond the
needs of the group. There is an intentional
commitment to advance the field of practice
and to share those discoveries with a wider
audience. They make their resources and
knowledge available to anyone, especially
those doing related work.
The speed with which people learn and grow
in a CoP is noteworthy. Good ideas move rapidly
amongst members. New knowledge and
practices are implemented quickly. The speed at
which knowledge development and exchange
happens is crucial, because local regions and the
world need this knowledge and wisdom now.
The third stage in emergence can never
be predicted. It is the sudden appearance of
a system that has real power and influence.
Pioneering efforts that hovered at the periphery
suddenly become the norm. The practices
developed by courageous communities become
the accepted standard. People no longer hesitate
about adopting these approaches and methods
and they learn them easily. Policy and funding debates now include the perspectives and

W

e live in a time when coalitions,
alliances and networks are forming as the means to create societal
change. There are ever more networks and now,
networks of networks. These networks are essential for people finding like-minded others,
the first stage in the life cycle of emergence.
It’s important to note that networks are only
the beginning. They are based on self-interest—
people usually network together for their own
benefit and to develop their own work. Networks tend to have fluid membership; people
move in and out of them based on how much
they personally benefit from participating.
Networks make it possible for people to
find others engaged in similar work. The second
stage of emergence is the development of CoPs.
Many such smaller, individuated communities
can spring from a robust network. CoPs are
also self-organized. People share a common
work and realize there is great benefit to being
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materialize as global systems of influence. As a
change theory, it offers methods and practices
to accomplish the systemswide changes that
are so needed at this time. As leaders and
communities of concerned people, we need
to intentionally work with emergence so our
efforts will result in a truly hopeful future. No
matter what other change strategies we have
learned or favored, emergence is the only way
change really happens on this planet. And that
is very good news.

experiences of these pioneers. They become
leaders in the field and are acknowledged as
the wisdom keepers for their particular issue.
And critics who said it could never be done
suddenly become chief supporters (often
saying they knew it all along).
Emergence is the fundamental scientific
explanation for how local changes can

Margaret Wheatley is founder and Deborah Frieze
co-president of The Berkana Institute, a community
of leadership learning centers that develop capacity to
solve problems by acting locally, connecting regionally,
and learning translocally. Wheatley has authored
Leadership and the New Science, A Simpler Way,
Turning to One Another, and Finding Our Way.
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Democratic Practices and Cultural
Resilience: How the Pomore People
Flourished under Authoritarianism
by Antonina Kulyasova, Ivan Kulyasov, and Philip Stewart

F

“The Pomore’s responses
to economic and social
stress may illustrate
the adaptive power
communities acquire
through self-organizing.”

or more than 500 years, the
Pomore people, numbering
even today not more than 1015,000, have sustained a
traditional way of life, primarily
by fishing on coastal seas and rivers. Over the
past hundred years, especially during the
collectivization of the 1920s and 1930s and
again from the 1970s till the present time, the
Pomore’s way of life has been threatened with
upheaval and even destruction. The primary
source of these threats were the actions first of
the Soviet, and after 1990, the Russian state,
although some threats have arisen from international competition and declines in fish stock.
The Pomore people, of course, were among
hundreds of Soviet ethnic groups and thousands
of communities to face these or similar pressures.
What makes their story of particular interest
is that the Pomore were among the very few
peoples of Russia to adapt to these stresses in
ways that enabled them not only to survive
but at times even to thrive, while maintaining
the essential features of their traditional way of
life, both economic and cultural.
How was this possible? What were the
qualities of these communities that enabled
their successful adaptation? A key insight has
emerged in recent years from a number of areas
of inquiry, particularly evolutionary biology
and community development, which suggests
that the Pomore’s responses to economic and
social stress may illustrate the adaptive power
communities acquire through self-organizing.
We do not imply, nor did we find, that there
was any explicit recognition or application of
the theory of self-organizing among the Pomore.
Rather, we suggest that certain qualities or
characteristics of this community created an
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environment in which citizens from varied
segments of the community could identify
and engage their concerns, develop and choose
among alternatives, and mobilize people and
resources to implement their decisions, even
in the face of attempts to force the community

resulting in the constant negotiation of relationships. As various networks of citizens continue
their conversations, a shared sense of purpose
may arise, though there would almost never be
a formal statement of goals or mission. Rather,
common perspectives take shape, though they
are continuously subject to change. What, then,
is the role of leadership in self-organizing
communities? Formal leaders certainly exist,
but they do not monopolize decisionmaking.
Neither does a small, coherent but informal
leadership group. Rather, leadership, in the sense
of taking the initiative, encouraging discussion,
informally negotiating or building alliances with
others, tends to be highly dispersed. Such
leaders emerge at the nodes of networks and
are often invisible to outsiders, as well as to
“institutional” politics, yet they are vital agents
in enabling effective self-organizing.
At the intersection between the self-organizing
community and institutional politics, organizations, hierarchical organizations, may form. But,
these are often cross-cutting, with many levels
and sorts of weblike interactions and channels
of communication. The most influential
“organizations” in citizen politics often will
not be formal, nor will they be highly visible.

Informal community
decisionmaking is
sometimes called
“organic politics.”
in different directions by a highly authoritarian
central state. This informal kind of community
decision-making process is sometimes called
“organic politics.” Patterns of self-organizing
create the essential framework within which
nonformal yet highly adaptive citizens politics
can arise. So let us begin by identifying what
appear to be core characteristics of self-organizing
communities. We may then detail the series of
external stresses, or crises, that the Pomore have
faced across time, noting self-organizing traits
where evident and how they contributed to the
Pomore’s effective adaptation.

A

fundamental characteristic of selforganizing communities is dense,
overlapping, nonhierarchical, essentially
informal connections among citizens in a
community. Self-organizing communities have
no single leader who makes all decisions; rather,
at the heart of self-organizing systems are
dispersed networks of interaction. Networks are
informal, nonstructured, and nonhierarchical.
They form naturally from ongoing familial,
social, and economic interactions. Connections
are formed among and across networks as a result
of the forces of competition and collaboration,
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What gives self-organizing communities real
power is their inherent capacity for continual
adaptation. The lack of formal structures, missions
and obligations means that behaviors, actions,
strategies, and processes can be revised continuously as a result of ongoing citizen interaction.
The self-organizing system of politics continuously adapts to changing stimuli, needs, and
opportunities.
Citizens in self-organizing systems are not,
however, so changing and formless as to be
unable to act. Rather, through continual,
multilayered, weblike interactions, focused
around issues of common concern, citizens
appear to develop an implicit obligation to
assist others, which can be called covenantal
reciprocity. This, in turn, may be related to
the desire to ensure for oneself the benefits of
getting assistance. Mutual reciprocity, mutual,
implicit undertakings appear to be a key to
action in self-sustaining communities. These
motivations to participate in self-organized
networks are essentially intrinsic, based on
self-interest and the need for social contact all
humans share.
Self-organizing networks identify who talks
with whom in a community. The more hierar-

citizens. In a very real sense, the story we tell
here illustrates the challenges such hierarchical
networks confront in seeking to impose their
will on a self-organized local community.
Of course, the Pomore were, by and large,
an exception in Russian and Soviet history. Yet
as we read into the scanty evidence, still we can
“feel” that large segments of this community
were engaged in ongoing, overlapping, informal
and formal conversations about how to respond
to the challenges they faced. In each of the
episodes we present, available evidence suggests
strongly that decisions about what were the
real problems the community faced, and about
what their options were, all emerged from
widespread, near-continuous conversations
engaging large segments of their community.
When it came to making decisions, many of
the episodes we relate suggest that the community consciously and collectively confronted
and worked through difficult choices among
things the community valued highly. While
we have little evidence of the places and rules
for formal community decision making, we are
able to infer from clear evidence of widespread
community involvement in implementing them
that whatever the formal procedures, the decisions
that were reached engaged, recognized, responded
to, and reflected widely held community values.
The clearest evidence of this is the widespread
community participation in carrying out their
decisions. In short, self-organizing in the form of
dense, informal networks with many conversation and idea “leaders,” creates the essential
supporting framework for responsive, adaptive
organic politics. So, let us now turn to illustrative episodes from the history of these remarkable,
resilient people.

Real power comes from
inherent capacity for
continual adaptation.
chical these networks, that is the more they are
dominated by the few, the more resistant communities may be to change. The less adaptive
they become. The Pomore’s relationship with
the Soviet/Russian state is a good example of
such hierarchical networks, which tend to be
formally institutionalized and governed by
norms and practices that exclude meaningful
participation by local communities or ordinary
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rom at least the 16th century until the
late 1920s, the social and economic
life of the Pomore, as of most people
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in rural Russia, was organized by the mir. The
mir, which means both “community’’ and “world,”
was responsible for deciding major questions
in the life of the community, from who will be
drafted into the army, to the assigning and
reassigning of plots of land to ensure that
each family could survive, to collecting taxes
and payments to the landlord. Life in these
small, closely knit, ethnically homogenous
communities, naturally created strong “bonding
capital.”  That is, each member of the
community tended to develop and share
strong attachments to her community, its way
of life and its geographic location, or place.
While each mir had a formal leader, participation
by all members in community meetings was
normal and expected. Decisions tended to
emerge following lengthy discussions.
Such attachments were further strengthened
among the Pomore because for most of their
history their way of life, primarily fishing, was
highly profitable, even though the profits were
not evenly distributed. The requirements of
offshore and inshore fishing, by and large,
determined the way fishing was organized. The
nets used even on low-tonnage boats were quite
large, requiring several people to handle them;

this meant that fishing required a group, a
brigade, or a cooperative. The collective
character of the work defined its organizational
form. Thus, already from the middle of the 19th
century, the practice emerged whereby well-off
Pomore who owned boats and nets hired
fishing cooperatives, or “artels,” to work them
and conduct the catch. Particularly among the
small cooperatives, this practice reinforced the
sense of community and would become a source
of strength, helping people to frame choices,
as well as motivating widespread participation in
decision making as the Pomore community
adapted to changes imposed on their way of
life during the 20th and early 21st centuries.
Throughout their history, although fishing
was their primary economic activity, the
Pomore simultaneously engaged in hunting;
farming; gathering mushrooms and berries;
and forestry, shifting from one activity to
another with the change of seasons. In the
19th century, fishing was carried out in several
different ways. The most common form was
cod fishing off the shores of the Murman
region, for which many Pomore people came
from all around the White Sea. The cod
season began in May and concluded at the
beginning of autumn. However, the Pomore
began to gather in March and returned home
only in the late fall, spending the extra time
exchanging news, rebuilding friendships,
discussing communitywide issues, and arranging
marriages; in short, building the strong informal
networks that enabled a highly adaptive
organic politics.
In spring, there was the seal, seal pup, and
walrus hunt; inshore fishing; and freshwater
fishing in the rivers. For offshore fishing, the
Pomore traditionally utilized low-tonnage
row or sail boats. At the beginning of the
20th century, the Russian state encouraged the
formation of cooperatives that were independent
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of the boat owners, giving them credits for the
construction of their own fishing craft and the
purchase of fishing gear. The Pomore formed
such cooperatives for winter ice fishing and for
fish processing. Knowledge was passed from
the older to the younger generation. Seasonal
cod fishing, their most important economic
activity, was much more than a livelihood for
the Pomore. It was deeply colored by the sense
that their catch was close to a sacred harvest
that could only be undertaken during specific
times of the year. These religious overtones
were reflected in certain exorcisms and rites
done during the harvest. This suggests some
of the values that enhanced community
cohesiveness.
Such are the main qualities and values of the
Pomore’s traditional way of life, values they
would struggle to maintain in the face of recurrent
challenges. Throughout this story, the observant
reader will note the suggestive correspondence
between traits of this community and the
qualities of a self-organizing community which,
by creating an enabling framework, make it
possible for its citizens to exercise some meaningful
control over their collective destiny.

environment. Protecting the harvest of the sea
was not only essential to the survival and
welfare of their community, but even more, it
was a sacred duty. They regarded trawlers, working
year-round and taking much larger catches, as
“rapacious.” However, they did not resist all
change. Rather they adopted and adapted ideas
that were consistent with their traditions.
The most profound transformation of
the Pomore fishing communities took place
at the end of the 1920s and beginning
of the 1930s with collectivization. This
transformation, of course, took place across
the entire Russian countryside. The Soviet
authorities attempted to eliminate, root and
branch, the traditional mir and associated
ways of life. They were determined to
restructure agriculture, forestry, fishing, and
all other uses of nature on a purely utilitarian,
industrial basis. To this end, the mir was
destroyed by force and in its place collective
farms were created.
Practically all of the collective fishing collective
farms on the Onezhski peninsula in the White
Sea (the basis of this study) appeared in 1930.
What distinguished the collectivization experience
of the Pomore was their long-established tradition
of cooperative fishing, which made adaptation
to the collective farms somewhat easier for
most Pomore. Nevertheless, the process was
painful. Initially, nearly the entire adult population was coerced into joining collective farms.
Whereas formerly individuals were free to join
or leave any fishing or other cooperative to own
their own boat and equipment and accumulate their own capital, the collective farms
forcibly incorporated all of the community’s
private productive property and then required
everyone to work under its direction. Former boat
owners and others who were somewhat better off,
as well as anyone who resisted, were forcibly
deported to Siberia, where most perished.

T

he rise of capitalism in Russia in the
last quarter of the 19th century and
competition from the Norwegian
fishing industry created the first challenge to
the Pomore’s traditional way of life. However,
the Pomore adapted to these stresses with little
impact on their old ways of life and fishing.
For example, while Norwegians moved from
small boats and nets to much larger trawlers, thus
beginning to promote the modernization of
the fishing industry, the Pomore resisted
change and stayed with their customary boats
and fishing equipment. This was not merely
“conservatism.” Rather, resistance to modernization reflected their relationship with their
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Although these collective farms were primarily
fishing enterprises, the state nevertheless imposed
upon them substantial new agricultural
obligations. As one resident noted, “At that
time we had the State Planning Agency as well

limited. As the boats returned to shore, the catch
was processed by hand and made ready for
delivery to state agencies. Given these limitations,
in spite of the attempt to industrialize fishing,
the total annual catch was still small enough
that it did not damage the fisheries potential,
preservation of which was connected by the
Pomore with their own survival physically and
as a people.
Evidence suggests, then, that the Pomore were
able to adapt to the profound transformations
in formal structures while still retaining much
of their traditional way of life. Their methods
of fishing, for example, for the most part, were
little changed; work continued to be undertaken
cooperatively. Only the captain and mechanic
on the larger boats, having undergone specialized
training in the city, were hired employees; the
rest of the crews continued to learn their trades
from the older generation, who in the process
passed on their values of respect for the sea and
its resources. Of course, much of the sacred
beliefs related to the sea and its bounty moved
to the periphery of consciousness, seeming to give
way to more utilitarian views, especially among
the young. However, even among these, as they
report today, in times of danger and stress the
old beliefs often found new life.
Forced to expand the range of their agricultural activity, in the first instance their crops
and animals were used to provide sustenance
to the Pomore themselves. In part, this occurred
because, due to the lack of adequate transport
and resulting high costs, selling agricultural
products always resulted in losses. Still, irrespective
of losses, the Pomore were obliged to fulfill
their state quotas for agricultural goods. Fishing,
however, remained highly profitable, enabling
the community to cover these losses. As before,
while part of the collective farm engaged in
offshore ocean fishing, others continued the
tradition of inshore and freshwater river fishing,

Pomore adapted to
changed formal structures
while retaining their
traditional way of life.
as special obligations imposed by the Party.”
They were required to raise new kinds of crops
and to develop animal husbandry, none of which
were part of their traditions. In addition to
their climate-appropriate crops, such as rye
and legumes, the collective farms were obliged
to grow other vegetables, including potatoes,
and chickens and swine were added to their
historical practice of raising horses, cattle, and
sheep. Adapting their traditions to the new
structures, all of this agricultural work was
carried out by organized groups, or brigades,
which often included children.
Even their fishing practices connected
with fishing were gradually transformed in the
collective farms. Already by the end of the 1930s
and beginning of the 1940s, boats with internal
combustion engines were appearing, but the
Pomore continued to use the traditional sail and
row boats, although their numbers declined.
Some of the larger motorized boats even began
to trawl, using long nets, making them more
profitable than the traditional practice of seasonal
fishing with hand nets and other gear. Nevertheless, the trawlers had a limited range, as did
those fitted with sails, none being suited to
venture more than 40 miles from shore, even
in good weather. As a result, their catches were
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and these not simply during work time, but in
free time as well, not only for food, but because
of who the Pomore were as a people—those
who fish. Thus, although the community could
not directly challenge production and other
orders, they found ways to preserve much of
their traditions. This fact contributed significantly to the Pomore’s ability to sustain many
elements of their traditional way of life, in
sharp contrast to the vast majority of Soviet
villages and collective farms.
Geographic isolation influenced the character
of daily life, but it also favored self-organizing
activities, enabling effective adaptation to
economic stresses. Most of the Pomore settlements
were distant from the principal areas of habitation.
They lacked permanent transportation links.
Transport to urban centers was a seasonal
affair—by water during summer, over land
once the winter frost hardened the soil. They
were not connected to the electrical grid, nor
did they have radios or telephones. However,
many of the Pomore settlements did have their
own diesel electrical generators providing power
a few hours each day. A vignette from the period
of the Second World War paints a sharper
portrait than a mere description of the stresses
the Pomore endured at a time when most of
the Pomore men lost their lives in battle. Hear
the voice of a woman who was 23 when the
Germans invaded Russia:
In the spring, we planted for 30 days straight.
My whole body reeked of horse sweat. Then,
we went to the forest and cut wood for the
collective farm and for ourselves. Then, it
was off to distant fields to cut, rake, and bale
hay. In the fall, all over again. In summer
we plant then dig potatoes, then carry and
store the autumn hay. Winter we lived on
the road, eating whatever we could find, and
we fished near and far, sometimes living on
a boat for a year, with little to no food.

This isolation from the outside world
encouraged intensive and constant contact
among the Pomore people, strengthening
their sense of identity and the local networks
and multiple sources of leadership that made
possible survival of their culture and traditions
throughout the darkest period of their history.
To protect and promote their profitable
fishing industry, multiple Pomore collective
farms created their own associations. These
associations provided the formal means through
which, following manifold, overlapping discussions among citizens, decisions for the entire
community were reached, about when and
where they would fish, how big a catch they
would seek, where and how they would sell
the catch, and regarding the purchase and
repair of fishing boats. This structure proved
so effective for the Pomore that it continued
to function until the end of the 1990s. That
the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 had
virtually no noticeable impact on the organic
politics of the community is further evidence
of widespread support for these processes.
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T

he 1970s and 1980s had been in fact a
period of economic and social flourishing for many Pomore collective farms
and villages. The basis for this upturn was
twofold. First of all, fishing remained very
profitable and the fisheries were still bountiful.

adults on the farm. A collective farm chairperson
described this process:
There was always debate and discussion, and
they took place at any time. This is a democratic
process. This is the way we made decisions,
make them now, and will make them in
future. Of course, you expect me to say that
as a leader this interferes with my work, but
no, it does not interfere. It is only through
debate and discussion that we come to see the
strong and weak sides of any argument or
proposal. That is, there is always the question,
and I always ask it of myself, is the decision
you are making right or not? That’s where
debate and discussion come in. We only benefit
when there are many proposals, many ideas.
In fact, we only suffer when people take a
passive attitude to one or another question.

The collapse of the Soviet
Union had virtually no
noticeable impact on the
organic politics of the
community.
Second, in the early 1970s, in contrast to all of
the years from the 1930s through the 1960s when
the Soviet state through its pricing and taxation
policies effectively confiscated all profits, the state
introduced a new taxation policy which left most
profits in the hands of the collective farms for
investment into their industrial and social infrastructure. These were the good times, as the
chairman of a Pomore collective farm recalled:
The trawlers were filled with fish, agriculture
produced abundant harvests, we had many
cattle. Our farm was profitable and gradually
we began to improve our physical infrastructure. We built one farm, and then another.
We built a repair garage, a boiler for hot
water and central heating, and even a
kindergarten. The Soviet state even began
to help us with the kindergarten, but this
was the very first time the state provided us
any support whatsoever in 50 years.

It often happens that decisions taken to
improve the well-being of a community in
the short-term may lead to highly negative,
even disastrous long-term consequences. Such
was the case with the decision by the Pomore
collective farms to engage in large-scale, ocean
trawler fishing in the 1980s. In the short-term,
the increased catches paid for the rapid development of the Pomore countryside and for the
collective farms that had become the basic social
and economic institutions of Pomore society.
However, in combination with the political
and economic transformations following the
collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, the consequences of this decision posed profound threats
to the very economic foundation of the Pomore
people’s traditional way of life.
The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991
brought in its wake profound new challenges
to the Pomore’s traditional way of life. These
included rampant inflation and the disappearance of domestic markets for most products.
Former large, state farms were privatized, with

At the same time, citizens were still able to
take an active role in making the decisions that
affected the entire community. For example,
according to the bylaws of the collective farm,
decisions on construction were to be made by
the general meeting of all members, i.e. all
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many quickly going bankrupt. Collective
farms lost what little state benefits they had
enjoyed. But perhaps the greatest threats to
the survival of the Pomore were the imposition
of fishing quotas in the mid-1990s and the
appearance of large, politically well-connected

We can identify three main strategies
adopted by the Pomore in response to the
stresses of the mid-1990s. The first involved
the choice of how they would organize their
social and economic life. This was not a simple
question. For the first time in their history,
the Pomore people not only had the freedom,
but they now had the responsibility to decide
what kind of social and economic order they
wanted to live under. At all other times in
their history, their choices had been limited
to adapting to changes imposed upon them.
This time they had a real chance to make
fundamental choices about their individual
and collective future. The choice would create
a profound test of the enduring strength of the
values underpinning the Pomore’s traditional
way of life in the face of modernizing pressures from without.
This fundamental choice was one made possible
by the end of the Soviet and the emergence of
the capitalist system. It involved three real
options. First, they could retain the collective
form of organization, the collective farms. Second,
they could dissolve them, as was happening all
over the country, and let each individual, each
family, make its own way in this new world as

A wide array of mutually
complementary strategies
characterizes the selforganizing community.
commercial fishing companies, headquartered
in urban areas, such as Murmansk and Arkangelsk, bidding at auctions for larger quotas of
ever-scarcer fish.
Many non-Pomore fishing communities
caved in to the pressure, selling their quotas
outright to the conglomerates or attempting
to transform themselves into commercial
enterprises, abandoning their collective social
life. The Pomore, however, overwhelmingly
chose a different path, adopting strategies they
hoped would make it possible to compete
profitably while preserving their culture and
identity. These strategies seem to have emerged
from diverse parts of the Pomore community.
Multiple, overlapping channels of informal
communication helped build a broad consensus behind them, ensuring active support in their
implementation. Indicative of self-organizing
qualities and organic politics at work is the wide
array of mutually complementary strategies
eventually adopted. What made these strategies
complementary, what appears to have given
them coherence, is how each of them contributed in important ways to sustaining the
core values of the Pomore’s traditional way
of life, while adapting to externally imposed
economic stresses.
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best they could. Third, they could reorganize
the farms directly into commercial fishing
enterprises, abandoning the money-losing
social obligations of the collective farms,
seemingly the most competitive option.
The Pomore resolved to keep their collective
farms. For the Pomore, this seemed the only
responsible, if not the only possible, decision.
Consistent with their ancient traditions, going
back to the mir, the community as a whole,
through the form of the collective farm, decided
to maintain its responsibility for the welfare of
each of its members, providing thus for the poor
and the sick, and sustaining an educational
system, as well as developing infrastructure—
such as electricity, roads, and community
facilities—even though none of these services was
profitable. Unless the community itself undertook
these responsibilities, such services would simply
cease. This meant that their economic strategies
had to be sufficiently profitable to cover these
costs under conditions of fishing quotas and
growing competition.
In actuality, there were good economic
reasons for the Pomore to retain their collective
farms. First, their historically rooted, vibrant
tradition of cooperative activity and decision
making, as well as the continuing profitability
of fishing meant that, unlike most farms in
other parts of the country, they remained
economically viable. Second, in contrast to
other Soviet collective farms, they had never been

dependent upon external support. They had
much experience in managing their own affairs.
They were able to invest in new equipment, or
infrastructure only out of their own income.
In addition, they met most of their own needs
for food, by growing their own vegetables,
raising their own animals, including dairy
cows, and fishing. This relative economic
independence protected them to a large degree
from the economic storms ravaging most of the
rest of the country and provided a foundation
for adaptation as the reforms of the 1990s began
to impact them. Third, the mirror image of
their cooperative instincts meant the sense of
individual entrepreneurship that would lead
to the loss of good minds from other institutions did not occur among the Pomore to any
significant degree.

W

hile to the outside observer this
choice may seem conservative or
parochial, even regressive, in fact
it not only made possible the survival of the
Pomore as a people and as a community but
also supported a complex of highly creative
and effective strategic responses to the new
realities facing them. Rather than accepting
enticing offers from large holding companies
to sell their fishing quotas for significant amounts
of money, the Pomore, directly resisting government pressures and motivated by the widely
shared desire to preserve their traditional life
and culture, decided to compete head-on, but
in ways consistent with their values. To this
end, they formed direct partnerships with
foreign countries to sell their fish at far higher
prices than offered domestically. They joined
multiple Pomore farms into larger associations
to combine quotas and gain greater pricing
influence in the market. They reduced the
losses from agriculture by abandoning tractors
and returning to horse power. They sought
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greater efficiency by turning some agricultural
functions over to private families within the
collective farm. Finally, they opened new lines of
work, such as lumber production, to compensate for decreasing income from fishing. It seems
unlikely that such intricately interconnected,
and complex decisions, decisively influencing
the very survival of the Pomore as a distinct
culture and people could have been made only
by elites.
Throughout the 1990s, these strategies
proved highly effective. Working with foreign
partners in the late 1990s enabled the Pomore
not only to repay all outstanding debts within
two years, utilizing the European practice of
cash prepayment up to 80 percent of the value of
anticipated catches, but also to improve
management and fishing results by hiring
specialists and acquiring, through credits offered
by foreign partners, new and larger boats
capable of long-distance offshore fishing.
Forming associations enabled them to
purchase at auction sufficient additional fishing
quotas to make these boats economically efficient.
These two steps provided the resources to

sustain and improve the daily life of their
community. While new to the current generation
of Pomore, in fact these foreign ties represented,
in large measure, the rebuilding of centuriesold ties, ties interrupted by the Soviet state in
the 1930s.
Even in difficult economic times, the

How central are
commonly held values
and common ethnicity
to the emergence and
sustaining of selforganizing qualities?
Pomore have acted in ways to ensure support
for their community and their way of life.
For example, they have now organized fishprocessing plants near the city of Arkhangelsk,
quite distant from their community—an
enterprise that employs local labor from the
city, but whose profits bring additional
income to help support those Pomore with
limited work opportunities in their own
villages. The profits also support services, such
as education, electrical production, and roads,
as well as economically unprofitable activities
in agriculture and inshore fishing. And, even
today, every Pomore engages in fishing for his
own needs; the elderly, adult men and women,
and even small children. Fishing for the Pomore
is not only a tradition; it is the essential component
of their identity as a people.
Today, however, the Pomore’s traditional
way of life continues to be under great pressure.
In 2004, the Russian government declared the
resources of the Barents Sea a federal resource
and reduced fishing quotas by more than 50
percent. One new strategy available to the
Pomore consists of utilizing their recently
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acquired status as an officially recognized
small ethnic group to take advantage of special
quotas and other privileges available to such
groups. However, this recognition was achieved
by urban Pomore seeking to recover their identity
and building ties with Pomore fishing communities
has been a slow, if promising, process.
Detailed evidence of self-organizing qualities
among the Pomore remains sketchy; yet the
overall pattern of this community’s successful
adaptive responses to multiple, profound,
economic stresses over nearly a century suggests
that many elements of self-organizing and
effective organic politics have been at work.
People have engaged with each other out of a
strong sense of community. Multiple informal
networks have enabled these widely separated
communities to share concerns and develop
effective alternatives in changing times.
Dispersed leadership appears to be at work
in the multiple but complementary actions of

the community as a whole. Decision making,
according to reports, has nearly always emerged
from wide participation and extensive discussion.
What appears in this case to have encouraged
and sustained all of these self-organizing activities,
however, was a tradition of cooperation, within
the context of widely and deeply held values
and traditions by which the Pomore define
themselves and which give them their identity.
This reality invites us now to question how
central such commonly held values and a
common ethnicity may be to the emergence
and sustaining of self-organizing qualities and
effective organic politics.
Antonina and Ivan Kulyasov are scientific researchers
at the Institute for Independent Sociological Research
at St. Petersburg University, Russia. Philip Stewart is
professor emeritus in Soviet affairs at The Ohio State
University and a senior associate at the Kettering
Foundation.
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The Workplace: A Forgotten
Topic in Democratic Theory?
by David Ellerman

O

“Work organizations
provide the primary
sites, outside the
family, where people
acquire mental habits
and social skills.”

ur topic is how one of the
principal institutions in a
society—the organization
of the workplace—affects
the political and economic
development of individuals. There is a curious
absence of this topic—a “dog that didn’t bark”
—in many modern discussions of deliberative
democracy. The emphasis in the literature is
rightly on the associative activities of citizens
who come together for discussion, dialogue,
deliberation, and responsible action to address
problems that they cannot resolve at the level
of the individual or the family. There are many
associations where people might come together:
churches, charities, issue-oriented nonprofits,
unions, social clubs, hobby groups, political
parties, and ad hoc special-purpose groups.
People might participate after-hours in these
various Tocquevillean associations to accomplish together what they cannot accomplish
individually.
But that list of associations leaves out the
one association that dominates most people’s
lives outside the family, namely, the workplace.
Of course, some people work for themselves
or in small family firms so those workplaces
are only a marginal extension of family life.
But most people work in larger organizations
requiring the concerted activity of many nonfamily members in order to accomplish the
tasks of the organization. These work organizations provide the primary sites, outside the
family, where people acquire mental habits and
social skills.
Do these primary sites for outside-the-family
socialization foster the virtues of deliberative
democracy? The answer unfortunately is “no.”
Almost all workplaces are organized on the
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basis of the employment relation. The older
name of the relation was the “master-servant”
relation but, aside from a few law books on
agency law that use the “master-servant” language
as a technical phrase, that usage was slowly
replaced in the late 19th century and early
20th century with the modern terms employer

deliberations with those who carry out the
decisions. Some workplaces may nevertheless
allow some semblance of joint decision making
in certain areas in spite of the employeremployee legal framework—particularly in
knowledge-intensive activities—but we are
focusing on the structure of the relationship
itself. The social skills and habits of discussion,
dialogue, and compromise are not usually
developed in the primary site for extrafamilial
socialization.

The employment
relation is inherently
nondemocratic.

T

his is not a new topic. In the historical
development of democracy, economic
and social subordination and its effects
on the development of the capabilities for
democratic self-governance were among the
principal reasons given for limiting the franchise.
When, in the past, the franchise often was limited
to the owners of some minimum amount of
property, the reasoning was that without some
amount of property, a person would have to
be dependent on and subordinate to another
person: so that the subordinate would not
qualify as an independent decision maker in
social affairs. The subordinate position of
employees (or “servants” in the older parlance)
and women was given as a reason for the denial
of the voting franchise.
Immanuel Kant, for instance, held that to be
“fit to vote, a person must have an independent
position among the people.” The person must
“by his own free will actively participate in a
community of other people.” Thus Kant
distinguished between “the active and the
passive citizen” where “the latter concept seems
to contradict the definition of concept of the
citizen altogether.” In the Metaphysics of Morals,
he gave examples to clarify the lack of the
independence necessary for a civil personality.
Apprentices to merchants or in a trade,
servants who are not employed by the state,

and employee. The employment relation is
inherently nondemocratic. The employer is not
the representative or delegate of the employees;
the employer does not manage the organization
in the interests of those who are managed. The
employees are not directly or indirectly part of
the decision-making group; the employees have
transferred to the employer the discretionary
decision-making rights over their activities
within the scope of the employment contract.
When employees do have decision-making
powers within the scope of the contract, it is a
power delegated to them from the representatives of the employer.
Discussions of deliberative democracy will
have a curious sense of unreality in a society where
the principal outside-the-family socialization
takes place in nondemocratic work organizations. Those who execute decisions have no
official role in the deliberations to make those
decisions so they will typically have no “ownership”
over their actions and take no “responsibility”
for the results. They are to do what they are
told to do. (The top managers typically exercise
the rights of the employer although they are
technically employees when the employer is a
legal person such as a corporation.) Those who
make decisions need have no discussions or
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minors (naturaliter vel civiliter), women
in general and all those who are obligated
to depend for their living (i.e., food and
protection) on the offices of others (excluding the state)—all of these people have no
civil personality.
For women, the legal framework for the
subordination was not the master-servant relation
but domestic law based on the concept of pater
familias and the coverture marriage contract
wherein the woman passed from the “cover” of
the father to the “cover” of the husband.
Today, the democratic franchise is formally
universal without regard to property ownership,
employment status, or marital status. The old
coverture marriage contract, which denied any
independent legal personality to the “femme
covert,” has been abolished. (While this type of
marriage contract was abolished in the democratic
countries in the late 19th century and early
20th century, the vestiges still survive in the
practice of the wife changing her family name
from that of her father to that of her husband, as
well as the practice in the wedding ceremony of
the father “giving away” the bride to the groom.)
The master-servant relation, however, has not

practices is a topic for democratic theory that
is of more than historical interest.
The concept of deliberative democracy
distinguishes itself from the concept of
democracy simpliciter by emphasizing the
importance of active citizenship. Yet much of
the modern literature shows the aforementioned
inattention to the economic relations of
subordination which, in the minds of earlier
democratic theorists (such as Kant), were
important enough to preclude active citizenship and even the right to vote. But this was not
always so; some earlier theorists of deliberative
democracy were well aware of the connection.
The concept of deliberative democracy is
older than the phrase. In the 19th century, the
concept was often treated under the name
“government by discussion.” While a thorough
intellectual history could go back to Socrates
and Aristotle, for present purposes one could
list more recent contributors, such as Alexis de
Tocqueville, John Stuart Mill, Walter Bagehot,
James Bryce, John Dewey, Ernest Barker, A.
D. Lindsay, Frank Knight, James Buchanan,
Bernard Crick, Charles Lindblom, and Jürgen
Habermas. Some commented on the relevance

The concept of deliberative
democracy was in the 19th
century called “government
by discussion.”
been abolished although it has been modernized
with industrial and labor legislation to the
employment relation of today. Since the
employment relation has not been abolished
and since work in the nondemocratic context
of the employment relation remains the principal
outside-the-family activity for most people, the
effects of that economic activity on democratic
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of the economic-political connection and
some did not.
The towering figure in the 19th century
was John Stuart Mill. Mill’s contribution to
government by discussion is best known from
his books On Liberty and Considerations on

“the practice of the dicastery and the ecclesia”
in ancient Athens as institutions that developed
the active political capabilities of the citizens.
In On Liberty, Mill emphasized how the
“collision of adverse opinions” in discussion
and debate (like the contestation or agon of
ancient Athenian culture) had a “salutary effect”
on people’s mental well-being.
In his Principles of Political Economy, Mill
considered how the form of work would effect
those capabilities and how the workplace
association could become a school for the
civic virtues if it progressed beyond the employment relation.
But if public spirit, generous sentiments, or
true justice and equality are desired, association,
not isolation, of interests, is the school in which
these excellences are nurtured. The aim of
improvement should be not solely to place
human beings in a condition in which they
will be able to do without one another, but to
enable them to work with or for one another
in relations not involving dependence.

The workplace association
could become a school
for the civic virtues if it
progressed beyond the
employment relation.
Representative Government. In Considerations,
Mill argues that political institutions should
be judged in large part by the degree to which
they “promote the general mental advancement of the community, including under that
phrase advancement in intellect, in virtue, and
in practical activity and efficiency.” Indeed, a
defect of a representative government may be
that it does not bring “into sufficient exercise
the individual faculties, moral, intellectual, and
active, of the people.”
As between one form of popular government
and another, the advantage in this respect lies
with that which most widely diffuses the exercise
of public functions ... by opening to all classes
of private citizen …, the widest participation in
the details of judicial and administrative business;
as by jury trial, admission to municipal offices,
and above all by the utmost possible publicity
and liberty of discussion, whereby not merely
a few individuals in succession, but the whole
public, are made, to a certain extent, participants
in the government, and sharers in the instruction
and mental exercise derivable from it.
Mill saw representative government as an
“agency of national education” and mentioned
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Previously those who lived by labor and were
not individually self-employed would have to
work for a master.
But the civilizing and improving influences
of association …, may be obtained without
dividing the producers into two parties with
hostile interests and feelings, the many who
do the work being mere servants under the
command of the one who supplies the funds,
and having no interest of their own in the
enterprise except to earn their wages with as
little labor as possible.
One halfway house in this direction would
be various forms of association between capital
and labor.
The form of association, however, which
if humankind continue to improve, must be
expected in the end to predominate, is not that
which can exist between a capitalist as chief, and
workpeople without a voice in the management,
but the association of the laborers themselves
on terms of equality, collectively owning the
capital with which they carry on their operations, and working under managers elected
and removable by themselves.
Mill gave examples of such worker cooperatives in his time and they can also be seen today
in the Mondragon cooperatives of the Basque
country in northern Spain or the LEGA
cooperatives in northern Italy. Under this
form of cooperation, Mill saw an increase in
the productivity of work since the workers
then have the enterprise as “their principle and
their interest.”
It is scarcely possible to rate too highly
this material benefit, which yet is as nothing
compared with the moral revolution in society
that would accompany it: the healing of the
standing feud between capital and labor; the
transformation of human life, from a conflict
of classes struggling for opposite interests, to a
friendly rivalry in the pursuit of a good common

to all; the elevation of the dignity of labor; a
new sense of security and independence in the
laboring class; and the conversion of each
human being’s daily occupation into a school
of the social sympathies and the practical
intelligence.
In striking contrast to modern economics,
Mill would judge firms not only by their
productive efficiency but by how well they
function as schools for “the social sympathies
and the practical intelligence.” This brings
us back to the basic question about the
political-economic connection: “each human
being’s daily occupation” is what sort of
school? Is it a school for being a good employee or a school for being a member of
a democratic association?

J

ohn Dewey was the towering figure in
deliberative democratic theory in the
first half of the 20th century. From his
earliest writings in 1888 to his mature years,
Dewey saw democracy as a norm applicable to
all spheres of human activity, not just to the
political sphere. In Reconstruction in Philosophy,
Dewey argued that democracy “is but a name
for the fact that human nature is developed
only when its elements take part in directing
things which are common, things for the sake
of which men and women form groups—
families, industrial companies, governments,
churches, scientific associations and so on. The
principle holds as much of one form of association, say in industry and commerce, as it does
in government.” Thus Dewey rejects the use of
the public-private distinction to quarantine
the norm of democracy to the public sphere
and would apply it to all associations.
After the Second World War, in his Economic
Basis of New Society, Dewey repeated what he
had said about social reorganization after the
First World War:
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It is so common to point out the absurdity
of conducting a war for political democracy which leaves industrial and economic
autocracy practically untouched, that
I think we are absolutely bound to see,
after the war, either a period of very great
unrest,… or a movement to install the
principle of self-government within
industries.

lead to the idea of “free human beings associating with one another on terms of equality”
being applied to other spheres of life. In
Democracy and Educational Administration,
Dewey observed:
After democratic political institutions were
nominally established, beliefs and ways
of looking at life and acting that originated
when men and women were externally controlled and subjected to arbitrary power,
persisted in the family, the church, business
and the school, and experience shows that
as long as they persist there, political
democracy is not secure.

Social-economic arrangements, he argues
(along with Mill), are to be judged by how
they hinder or help the development of human
capacities:
Discovery of individual needs and capacities
is a means to the end, but only a means.
The means have to be implemented by
a social-economic system that establishes
and uses the means for the production
of free human beings associating with one
another on terms of equality.

And when the “methods of regulation and
administration in vogue in the conduct of
secondary social groups are undemocratic …
there is bound to be an unfavorable reaction back
into the habits of feeling, thought and action of
citizenship in the broadest sense of that word”
—i.e., into the aspects of citizenship that are
the specific concern of deliberative democracy.
In School and Society, again he writes that
perhaps the most important of the secondary
social groups is the one where most adults
spend most of their time;
I do not need to do more than point to the
moral, emotional and intellectual effect
upon both employers and laborers of the
existing industrial system.… I suppose that
every one who reflects upon the subject
admits that it is impossible that the ways
in which activities are carried on for the
greater part of the waking hours of the day,
and the way in which the share of individuals
are involved in the management of affairs in
such a matter as gaining a livelihood and
attaining material and social security, can
not but be a highly important factor in
shaping personal dispositions; in short,
forming character and intelligence.

But the widespread acceptance of political
democracy as a norm did not automatically
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the one hand and Kant on the other; “every
one who reflects upon the subject admits that”
spending the “greater part of the waking hours”
as a “subordinate” in the employment relation
does not foster the human capabilities for selfgovernment. The difference is that Kant took
it as a sufficient reason to deny the democratic
franchise to the individual while Mill and Dewey
drew the opposite conclusion that the ideal of
democracy should be applied to the workplace.
While modern industrial and labor legislation
has led to some amelioration of the effects, the
legal basis for the nondemocratic governance
over the people working in a firm is still the
employment relation, wherein the suppliers of
capital or their representatives hire the people
working in an enterprise rather than those
people jointly hiring or owning the capital
they use. The nondemocratic workplace based
on the employer-employee relation figured
prominently in the thought of earlier democratic theorists, such as John Stuart Mill and
John Dewey—and even Immanuel Kant. Given
the centrality of the employment relation for
most adults’ activities for the “greater part of
the waking hours,” one would expect the nondemocratic workplace and the alternative of workplace
democracy to also be major topics in the
modern literature on deliberative democracy.

Dewey explains in Democracy and Education
that while “democratic social organization makes
provision for this direct participation in control:
in the economic region, control remains external
and autocratic,” and in his Ethics:
Control of industry is from the top downwards, not from the bottom upwards. The
greater number of persons engaged in shops
and factories are “subordinates.” They are
used to receiving orders from their superiors
and acting as passive organs of transmission
and execution. They have no active part in
making plans or forming policies—the
function comparable to the legislative in
government—nor in adjudicating disputes
which arise. In short their mental habits are
unfit for accepting the intellectual responsibilities involved in political self-government.

David P. Ellerman is a visiting scholar at the University
of California/Riverside. During 10 years at the World
Bank, he was advisor to the chief economist. He has
authored five books, including Helping People Help
Themselves: From the World Bank to an Alternative Philosophy of Development Assistance (2005).

This brings us back around to the point of
factual agreement between Mill and Dewey on
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From Employee Engagement
to Civic Engagement: Exploring
Connections between Workplace
and Community Democracy
by Will Friedman

“Workplaces with
relatively participatory
and deliberative practices
stimulate more robust
forms of community
engagement.”

A

number of years ago in
General Motors’ Saturn
plant in Tennessee, the
union instituted a process
called member-to-member
polling, whereby employees were trained to
conduct one-on-one interviews with every worker
in the plant to identify issues and concerns. The
information was then used by union leadership to set the direction for new initiatives.
One problem that employees felt needed
attention was attendance. Too many people
were abusing the system, and those who didn’t
were suffering for it, trying to pick up the slack
so workteams could meet their goals. But it was
difficult for employees to address these issues
on the level of each individual workteam, and
the workers felt that a fair, flexible, yet consistent,
policy needed to be put into place. Attendance
thus became, within the plant community, a
public issue as well as a personal one.
The union leadership proceeded by studying
state-of-the art solutions from other industrial
plants around the country and by continuing
to gather worker input. They drew up a spectrum
of solutions and presented these to the workers,
who made the final decision. The process resulted
in a system that was widely supported and under
which attendance improved dramatically.
Saturn, of course, has fallen on hard times
of late and has been phased out, a victim of
GM’s restructuring. But this anecdote shows
that Saturn’s advertising slogan, “a different
kind of company,” was at one time more than
hype, for the approach to problem solving
described above is decidedly more democratic
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I

and deliberative than would have been the
case in a typical workplace.
That said, if Saturn was not the norm of
the American workplace, neither has it been a
lone example of a relatively empowering and
democratic workplace. For several decades
now there has been a significant movement

n participatory workplaces, employees
are challenged to be decision makers
and problem solvers and are given
greater latitude and say in how the job gets done
and in overall management of the workplace.
Often they are organized in teams and given
responsibility for entire work processes (e.g.,
assembling a car, rather than tightening a
widget rolling by on a conveyer belt). They
are trained in group processes and “people
skills” as well as in technical know-how and
provided on-the-job time, information, and
other resources to assist them in meeting
together to tackle workplace issues. These range
from efficiency and quality improvements, to
worker safety, to managing absenteeism, to devising
strategies for improving job flexibility and work/
life balance. It is noteworthy for our topic that
employees in participatory workplaces are often
trained and challenged to take a big-picture
view of the business and to deal with systemic
issues, not just their specific work domains.
Dewey’s statement:
[Democracy] is but a name for the fact that
human nature is developed only when its
elements take part in directing things which
are common, things for the sake of which

In participatory
workplaces, employees
are challenged to be
decision makers and
problem solvers.
toward genuine employee involvement (including,
in unionized settings, creative labor-management
partnerships) that have given organizations a
sustaining culture of continuous improvement
and self-renewal through their people. But even
if we know, through a robust research literature,
that highly significant results have accrued for
the organizations and workers involved in these
kinds of workplaces, a larger—and largely
unexplored—question remains: does this
private-sector phenomenon have significant
implications for public life?
Others have explored similar terrain, on a
different level of analysis, examining the civic
implications of the fundamental structure of
employee-employer relations. But I ask whether
some versions of that relationship have different
democratic implications than others. Specifically,
I explore the premise that workplaces with
relatively participatory and deliberative practices
stimulate more robust forms of community
engagement than traditional and autocratic
ones—where closely supervised employees are
assigned isolated tasks and asked, in effect, to
check their brains at the door.
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men and women form groups—families,
industrial companies, governments, churches,
scientific associations, and so on. The principle
holds as much of one form of association,
say in industry and commerce, as it does
in government.

The practices developed under banners like
employee involvement/participation/empowerment, teamwork, total quality management,
participative management, industrial democracy,
and labor-management partnership can strongly
affect people’s attitudes and actions. Do they
also somehow translate into a fuller, richer, and
more effective engagement in community politics
by employees and, perhaps, by organizations
themselves?
To explore this possibility, I conducted a
series of focus groups and individual interviews
with employees, managers, and community
members associated with the American Electric
Power  (AEP) plant in Conesville, Ohio, which
had put in place, about seven years before my
research began, a strongly team-based work
system, a culture of employee involvement and
empowerment, and an award-winning labormanagement partnership. The plant, which
overlooks the small, rural town of Conesville,
had undergone a shift from a traditional topdown management style and tense labor
relations to a team-based, employee involvement/
empowerment-oriented work system based on
a labor-management partnership. According
to one plant manager:
The last few years [people’s attitudes] have
changed tremendously. We went through
the teaming exercises, opened the books …
gave [workers] an area of the plant that was
theirs and their responsibility—and, man, did
they respond! Our workers are questioning
our supervisors on things that they normally
wouldn’t. Why did you do this, why did you
do that?  They will go question another worker
about why did it take you so long to pack
this pump, how did you do it, why didn’t
you do it this way?  I mean it is amazing,
it’s really amazing.  

Does workplace involvement translate into more
effective engagement in
community politics?
is brought to life in the words of employees in
workplaces in which employees do “take part in
directing things which are common.” Consider
the following from one such worker that I spoke
with in a study of high- and low-performing
teams in industrial organizations:
It changes people, when you make your own
decisions. You come to work in a different
type of attitude than when you don’t. Nobody
likes to be told what to do: that’s being a
kid. Self-satisfaction is coming to work and
being able to make your own decisions and
living by it.

Another reported:
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Our [union] president got up [at a presentation we gave] and he said … I’ve worked for
this company for 33 years. I’ve been fighting
them for 31 of those 33 years. And he says
when they came and they said they wanted
to be teams and wanted to try this stuff, I
thought, “Here we go again,” but I’m going
to give them one more chance. And he said
it’s the real deal, and when he said it, the tears
were coming down his cheeks.… There
wasn’t a dry eye in the place. And then
when [a team member]… got up and she
gave her talk, I mean it blew everybody away.
She cried three-fourths of the time she was
talking about how she felt about the people.

were now popular [at
work]. (AEP Worker)
I’ll tell you, we can pretty much do whatever
we damn well please, just so long as we are
continuing to make megawatts.

Rank-and-file employees agreed that the
changes had been dramatic. One explained:
There used to seem to be a separation
somewhat between supervisors and [workers].
But now that we have worked together to
talk, to agree, it’s more family oriented, you
feel free to say anything.

Yet another indicator that a true transformation was underway was, as the plant’s labor
leader explained, “In 1989 we averaged about
a [union] grievance a day. I don’t think we’ve
had one for about three years now.” Moreover,
at the time I conducted my interviews the plant
had recently won the AFL-CIO’s yearly award
for best labor-management partnership in
the nation.
Hopefully these comments are enough to
establish that the plant had a gone through a
significant change and was creating a robust
culture of employee involvement that was of
more than cosmetic significance. Now on to
the main point: As the plant’s culture matured,
involvement with the community, both by
workers and the plant as a whole, likewise
expanded and improved. As one worker explained,
“It almost seems like it used to be unpopular
to help [in the community]. And now it seems
like it’s unpopular not to help.”
Importantly, not only did the impulse to
help out in the community seem to get stronger,
but it became clear that the specific skills and

Another said:
The attitude here is, “Let’s try it.” Let’s try
it and see where we get, and if it works then
we will move on. And if it doesn’t then we
have all learned something and we will rethink.

As the plant’s culture
matured, involvement
with the community
expanded.
And another added:
I remember when we started the big
cultural change, I was kind of a closet
“people person.” When things opened up,
all of a sudden things that I always believed
were right in the way you deal with people
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attitudes with respect to how to be helpful were
being affected as well. “Everybody works together
[now], and it’s helped me to communicate
better with everybody and be more outspoken
than I used to be, [including] in the community,”
said one AEP worker. And another explained:

activities that receive United Way support suggested
to management that they (the workers) take
charge of United Way campaigns, with the result
that the plant had become the pacesetter for
contributions in the region.
Another example was described by an
employee who had successfully approached
plant management to secure company supplies
and contributions on behalf of a community
organization serving mentally handicapped
children and their families. He was sure, and
his colleagues present concurred, that under
the old plant regime he never would have
considered such a move. As he explained,
“Having a different culture, a more open
culture, allows you to take that initiative and
try these things out, and that ends up having
a positive impact on the community.”
Perhaps the clearest and most dramatic place
to see the links between what had been happening
inside the plant and what began to happen with
and in the community was in AEP Conesville’s
initiative with its local schools. The initiative
originated with plant manager Dan Lambert’s
concern that the organization’s workforce needs
would not be met unless local schools did a
better job of ensuring that students were prepared
for the kind of creative, empowering, problemsolving culture that the plant had embraced.
He also felt that things they had become good
at in the plant, such as improving quality,
ought to be applicable to the schools.
Lambert decided to set things in motion,
first by setting one constraint—“One thing I
decided at the outset is that this is not going
to be about us giving money”—and then by
treating it like any other new initiative within
the plant. That is, he empowered a motivated
and well-balanced team from the plant, brought
them together with the community actors, and
then stepped back and let the process unfold.
As he explains:

As the plant’s culture
increased employees’
community involvement,
the community work
reinforced positive developments in the plant.
I’ve been able to use some of the [work]
skills I’ve learned in church and different
things that I’m involved in. Especially
helping people get organized, and facilitating things.… People have a tendency to
want to jump right in to the nuts and bolts
of things. We have been taught [at work]
to, you know, “Let’s take a step back and
decide what is the purpose of what we are
doing here.”
In other words, let’s not try to fix the problem
until we’ve taken some time to define it together,
to consider why it’s important and where we
might want to go with it. Let’s deliberate before
we act.

T

here were more concrete and elaborate
examples of how the ethos and capacities
that were developing within the plant
were crossing the workplace/community divide.
One involved United Way drives, an area where
the plant had always been a laggard compared
to other local businesses, despite management’s
efforts. Several employees involved in community
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we have these proficiency tests and we have
got to get these kids to read.… And then
once they saw us kind of plugging into their
world, they were like, “Yes, this is going to
happen.” And you know, to me, that was
the critical point—it’s a face-to-face meeting.
I think that’s how it has to work—you find
that common ground. (2nd Worker)

I wanted this special relationship that two
groups of people, teachers and employees,
were going to come together and make a
new group. And the way that worked was
exactly what we did in this plant when we
became a teaming organization. We had
that creative mission and a vision and some
goals. And so when we formed this bond
with the schools, we did the very same thing.
We set up to have a mission and a vision
and goals of what we were going to do in
our partnership. We had teachers, we had
employees, and we had parents all in that
meeting and set out on what we were going
to do. And from that point on, it just started
to run and grow because we were, in fact, a
team with a shared vision and goals.

Both sides have to be willing to listen and
give up some of their thinking they’re right
and their egos. (3rd Worker)
In the end you come up with something
that everybody has worked on together. It
wasn’t like the managers went in their office
and they came back to the union guys and
said here it is, live with it. You know, we all sat
there and experienced the pain [of hammering
out a vision statement and plan] together,
and came away with something that we all
agreed on. (4th Worker)

The workers who became involved in the
initiative also stressed the importance of working
together with the teachers to understand the
issues from their side and to define together
the problems and how to address them.
You start looking at the educational system
and it’s easy to criticize. But what we started
to do is learn how educators teach. We got
together, and that was an interesting thing
to see how teachers work, see how we work,
two totally different worlds. But we actually
just sat down and started hammering it
out, mission and vision type stuff. Even
though that’s a painful thing to do, we did
it, and in that process you start learning
what their problems are. And they start
learning what some of our problems are,
and like they are not that much different
really. So you start to find some common
ground. To me, that’s the biggest thing we
have gained out of this. (AEP Worker)

The result is an unusually hands-on, participatory partnership between the plant and the
schools, with kids coming into the plant, workers
going into the schools, and constant interaction
and new ideas about improving test scores on the
state proficiency exams while making learning
fun, engaging, and meaningful.

You know, the first step was going over there
and talking to [the teachers], and observing
what the situation was.… They said, “Well,
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a hobby and a sideline suggested to plant
leadership they could save money by building
their own computers rather than buying them,
which they then began to do. Someone thought
this might be a great project to do with the
students—and that, too, was a success. Then
someone wondered whether kids could teach
other kids how to build computers, and that
turned out to be one of the most exciting things
they felt they had done.
One worker described a mother whose son
went through the AEP programs. He is not
much of an athlete, she had said, and had
never really carved out an area of personal
achievement. But he did take to the computer
building program; and when he started teaching
other kids how to build computers, he developed
something he took pride in. Another worker
reported being stopped at a local general store
by the owner who asked him how he had
gotten that youth, who had hung around the
store for years, rarely saying a word, to take
such a dramatic leap in confidence and suddenly
become garrulous.
Since the collaboration between the schools
and the plant began, test scores have risen (the
schools involved in the initiative began to lead
the district) and these schools have new science
and technology facilities and teachers with
upgraded skills that are the envy of other schools.
Paradoxically in light of Lambert’s initial impulse
not to give money, a grant-writing capacity
evolved as part of the project, resulting in
literally millions of new dollars pouring into
the schools.
Positive results have also redounded to the
benefit of the plant in a number of ways. First,
workers have grown from the community work.
It reinforces and deepens the lessons of teamwork
and participation as they are applied in new
settings. And, according to those involved, it
refreshes the spirit as well:

I

t is noteworthy that the workers took
the same attitude toward the kids that
“the plant” takes toward them: In effect,
they say, your involvement is important, your
ideas count, be willing to experiment. Everyone
can make an important contribution, everyone
can learn.
[With the kids] we have to be willing to let
go of our little piece of being a boss like in
a company. [In a traditional plant] they
pigeonhole people and say this is where
you belong, that’s where you belong, and
I’m running this and I’ll tell you what you
can do. But if you watch the kids, they really
don’t care who is the boss, they want to
listen to you teach them how to do it. And
now we let them run their own little groups
over there, try to find better ways, and they sit
there and they talk it out and they try things
and when they fail they try something else.
I think what is really interesting is bringing
these kids in and setting a spark in their minds.
(AEP Worker)
One of the more exciting projects in the
education initiative involved building computers.
The seeds of this initiative were planted when
a maintenance worker who built computers as
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You may be having a horrible, crappy week,
you know. Life at home could suck. Then
you spend four or five hours with these kids
and you come back and … life is good.
(AEP Employee)

workplace and community democracy. Those
with significant, authentic employee involvement
experience appear likely to take an approach to
community politics that is inclusive, participatory, empowering, and deliberative. Rather than
rush in with a technical fix, they focus on

Not only has it educated the students, it
has educated our own people here on the
property … [and] it has actually given a big
moral boost to a lot of us. (AEP Manager)

This story suggests there
may be strong links
between workplace and
community democracy.

Not only did the plant’s culture seem to
contribute to the extent and quality of employee
involvement in the community, but the community work itself looped back to reinforce positive
developments at the plant. For instance, as
one worker pointed out, “This is common
ground, man, schools and the environment is
common ground. It doesn’t matter whether
you’re labor or management.…” Plant Manager
Lambert added that plant-community relations
had benefited as well:
[AEP] has other plants who are like we are
at Conesville, giants to these little towns.
We are a giant—we belch out stuff, we do
all kind of things here. And your community can be for you or against you. And we
have plants where the communities are totally
against them and it’s hell. Our community
here is so supportive of us.

engaging people and drawing on the knowledge of those closest to the issues. Rather than
presuming to define problems for others, they
tend to listen and clarify issues through
dialogue. Rather than imposing a cookiecutter solution, they include diverse perspectives in fashioning solutions that address a
current problem while building capacity for
better problem solving in the future. To the
extent that these suppositions are true, they
are likely to be especially relevant to us
workaholic Americans, who spend considerably more hours at work than do citizens of
most other nations.

Of course, this is the story of a single case,
hardly an exhaustive study. But at the very
least it suggests that habits learned during the
working day create deep patterns that are
unlikely to be totally confined to the environment in which they are set and there may very
well be strong and interesting links between

Will Friedman is chief operating officer at Public
Agenda, where he founded the public engagement
department. He was previously director of research and
policy studies at the Work in America Institute. With
Dan Yankelovich he is coediting Dialogue, Deliberation,
and Public Judgment: Making Democracy Work in
a Complex World.
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… afterthoughts
by David Mathews

S

“The key variables
that determine a local
economy’s resilience are
greatly affected by what
a collective citizenry
does or doesn’t do.”

ome issues of the Review
focus on specific problems of
democracy. You may recall
that the last issue dealt with
the role of journalists. This
Review is special in that it focuses on another
particular problem: economic change and the
challenges that it poses for democratic practice.
Rather than summarize or reflect on the other
articles, I would like to take you through the
Kettering Foundation’s journey in trying to
understand how communities develop the
resilience to withstand severe economic shocks.
We are by no means at the end of this journey,
and I will conclude with some thoughts on
where we might go next.
The journey began (as I explain in another
of our publications, Connections) with the
recognition that politics has to be studied in
light of what happens in the economy, just as
the economy has to be studied in light of what
happens in politics. In his Editor’s Letter, Hal
Saunders notes how little confidence citizens
have in their ability to do anything to affect
the economic changes that seem to sweep over
them like a tsunami. Individually, of course,
there are things people can do: move, open
their own business, retrain for a new occupation. Collectively, however, people feel helpless.
Yet—and here is the incongruity—the key
variables that determine a local economy’s
resilience are greatly affected by what a collective
citizenry does or doesn’t do. In communities
that thrive, citizens have a sense of possibility,
a conviction that they can meet any challenge.
They have developed the skills and habits of
working together. They experiment, learning
as they go, which creates a culture of innovation
and enterprise. And they have associations and
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networks that link people so that this learning
becomes collective or civic—that is, diffused
throughout the community.
Some of what we have learned about the traits
of resilient communities has come from reports
by seasoned veterans of economic development
like J. Mac Holladay. In Economic and Community Development: A Southern Exposure, he argues
that “economic development is a part of a
larger, more important process involving and
reflecting the life and activity of the community.”
That life —the civic life of a community—
forms around the projects that citizens carry
out with other citizens: organizing youth development programs to reinforce schools, creating
support groups for those with chronic illnesses,
expanding the scope of the local historical
society to include everyone’s history. Many of
these projects appear to have little to do with
economic resilience, and yet they are crucial
in strengthening the civic capacity needed for
resilience. We suspect that what people do in
these projects is less important than the habits
of working together that they develop.
The difficulty we encountered at this point in
our journey is that just knowing the characteristics of resilient communities isn’t enough.
Although communities may be aware of how
important a collective citizenry is, they aren’t
necessarily sure how to act on the insight. For
instance, recognizing that a sense of possibility
and a willingness to take risks are key doesn’t tell
a community how to develop these dispositions.
Even economic institutions with reservoirs of
expert knowledge might not know what to do
with this insight; they may see little for people
to do other than become better informed about
what the institutions are doing.
Seeing this difficulty, the foundation realized
that its research has to shed more light on how
communities can become resilient. We have been
particularly impressed with the importance of

certain democratic practices for deciding and
acting because they build resilience by enhancing the capacity for collective problem solving.
We have also been paying more attention to
networks or the way civic life is structured
because these structures provide essential
connective tissue for other key practices like
collective or civic learning. While concentrating on what citizens do with citizens, we have
also been mindful of what governments do with
citizens. However, we have been focusing on what
is less well understood, which is civic resilience.
We began to see the importance of civic
structures when we delved into the phenomenon
of autonomous development or self-organizing,
which is the organization of civic projects without
outside direction. Phil Stewart’s account of the
Pomore people in northern Russia is an example
of a people relying on indigenous networks for
decision making and organizing the collective
work of citizens.What we were learning from the
Pomore has been reinforced by Sean Safford’s
research in an MIT working paper, Why the
Garden Club Couldn’t Save Youngstown: Civic
Infrastructure and Mobilization in Economic
Crises (which, in early 2009, was published as
a book). Safford compares the civic architecture
of Allentown, Pennsylvania, with that of
Youngstown, Ohio. Despite both communities
being successful manufacturing centers until
they experienced similar economic reversals in
the late 1970s and early 1980s, Allentown has
responded better. Youngstown’s civic network
was organized around a central hub. Allentown’s,
however, was organized around multiple nodes,
which facilitated “interaction—and mobilization
—across social, political and economic divisions.”
Aware that the way a civic network is
structured is crucial, we reconsidered a piece
of conventional wisdom which holds that civic
efforts have to get up to scale in order to be
significant. Maybe, we thought, connectivity
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is more important than scale. And maybe having
numerous small initiatives makes for greater
resilience than depending on a large one, which
could create a civic monoculture that is more
susceptible to failure.
In reconsidering this assumption, we
benefited from what David Ellerman told us
as a “guest director” at our June 2009 board
meeting. His ideas about business structures in
a resilient economy resonated with what we have
read about Allentown. At the meeting, Ellerman
pointed out that the large-scale securitizing of
home mortgages has unfortunately displaced a
system in which local banks more directly
served local homeowners. This shift in the
mortgage business, Ellerman argued, has undercut
local responsibility, which undercuts resilience.
He also argued that an economic system in which
large industries own all of their subsidiary
suppliers is less resilient than a system of
spin-off companies with diverse ownership. I
am no economist, but I am struck by the possibility
that the scale of a network or its density is not
as important as the nature of the interactions
it facilitates among people in the network.
Looking at what people are doing in civic
networks brought us back to the democratic
practices that build resilience by adding to a
community’s capacity for collective problem
solving. The practices we are most concerned
about are those that are needed when collective
efforts to solve economic problems encounter
inevitable disagreements over what citizens
should do. In previous issues of the Review, I
have written about the role of public deliberation in dealing with questions of what should
be. More recently, my colleagues and I have been
trying to understand how deliberative decision
making works to build the civic capacity
needed for resilience, economic and otherwise.
Making decisions deliberatively begins (and
continuously involves) identifying problems in

terms that capture the things we all hold dear
—things such as security and fairness. We have
a number of these fundamental concerns, and
tensions arise because any action we might take
will favor some of the things we care about more
than others. For example, promoting economic
growth, which might provide the jobs we value,
could lead to urban sprawl and environmental
damage, which would adversely affect the
quality of life we also value. Consequently, we
have to make trade-offs when deciding on an
economic strategy, and having to make them
produces tensions in each of us and among all
of us. These tensions, although uncomfortable, are essential catalysts. This may seem to
be counterintuitive, but it is one of Kettering’s
important insights.
The tensions come from recognizing that
we all value many of the same things, yet we
differ on which ones are most important in
given situations. So we aren’t just aware of
disagreements, we are also aware of commonalities. As a result, the tensions that arise in
deliberating aren’t polarizing.
The tensions that do promote uncertainty,
however, are of a beneficial sort. This kind of
uncertainty makes us more open to experiences beyond our own. Despite the tendency
to seek out the like-minded when looking for
affirmation of our opinions, when we are
uncertain, we tend to be curious about how
others have been affected by a problem and
what they have done to solve it. We want to
compare our experiences.
This more open or enlarged mentality is
another key ingredient in problem solving.
Learning about the experiences of others helps
us see problems more fully. When we redefine
problems in this fashion, ways of solving them
that weren’t apparent before can become clear.
And the redefinitions implicate political actors
and resources we may not have recognized before.
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So our problem-solving ability is strengthened, and that strength adds resilience.
Furthermore, in deliberating, we may
come to see others in a new light, even those
with whom we disagree. We can hear their
stories about why they came to conclusions
different from our own. When we understand
our differences this way, they are less likely to
prevent us from settling on a general direction
for moving forward. We may be able to
identify a range of different actions that serve
a common purpose. We might reach a point
at which it is possible to develop a scenario or
strategy for organizing these actions to reinforce
one another reciprocally. This ability to make
progress without having to be in full agreement
also strengthens our capacity for problem
solving. And that, too, makes a community
more resilient.
The skills and habits acquired in deciding
and acting together, we believe, can breed a sense
of possibility and confidence in a community’s
ability to overcome economic reversals. This
capacity building for problem solving may be
one of the reasons that the members of the Arab
Democracy Network decided to frame economic
issues for public deliberations to be sponsored
by civil society organizations in the Middle
East. In Jordan, the issue they chose to frame
was unemployment. Citizens were asked to
evaluate the pros and cons of several options,
such as bringing in foreign investments.
The most important contribution that public
deliberation makes to resilience may be to put
a community in a learning mode. The ancient
Greeks referred to deliberation as “the talk we
use to teach ourselves before we act.” This sort
of learning isn’t the same as that involved in
acquiring expert information; it instead requires
learning about the nature of a problem from
those who experience it and learning about
the community, itself, as it tries to solve the

problem. Civic learning is a political mode in
which people learn by doing.
Civic learning seems to be crucial to
experimentation, innovation, and enterprise,
which are all central to economic well-being.
It also appears to be a key to developing
persistence. Communities that have been able
to survive economic reversals strike us as
unusually persistent when they meet inevitable
obstacles. That was certainly true in the
remarkable case of Tupelo, Mississippi, which
is described by Vaughn Grisham in Tupelo:
The Evolution of a Community. We suspect
that communities like Tupelo have been able
to keep up the momentum for change over
decades because they are constantly learning.
They don’t stop when some projects fail because
they know how to fail successfully: they learn
from experience.
But civic learning is not individual; it’s
collective. It requires constant interaction
among people. This interaction may begin in
one meeting, but it has to go on longer. So
some kind of network of interaction is needed
both for the learning to mature and for the
political norms that support experimentation
to take hold. We believe the networks most
likely to provide this interaction are of the
Allentown type because they are better at
facilitating exchanges across social and economic
boundaries.
The journey the foundation has been on
to understand what democratic practices like
civic learning contribute to economic reliance
isn’t over. There is a great deal that we don’t
know, and the things that we assume or believe
have to be tested. For example, we need to
know more about where there are spaces or
opportunities for deliberative decision making
and civic learning to occur. We suspect that this
is in what we have been calling the political
wetlands, the arena of social life where politics
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first begins to emerge from family associations
and gatherings of friends and neighbors. The
structures and practices of the political wetlands
are more organic than institutional, so the best
strategy for stimulating democratic practices is
probably to build on what is already “growing”
rather than to act on the wetlands, as we once
did on the physical wetlands by trying to
“improve” them by draining swamps and

damming streams. The political wetlands has
resources of human compassion and norms of
reciprocity that can be put to use in problem
solving. This is the arena where people may come
to see themselves as political actors and to rediscover
themselves as agents of economic change.
David Mathews is president of the
Kettering Foundation.
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